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3Abstract
Plasma enhanced pulsed laser deposition (PE-PLD), is a novel thin film deposition technique,
which utilises both laser produced and radio frequency (RF) plasmas, in order to deposit
semiconducting, metal oxide thin films. In PE-PLD, a pure metal target is ablated within the
environment of a RF inductively coupled plasma, which generates reactive oxygen species
that react with the laser produced plasma, forming oxides that deposit onto a substrate.
Metal oxides of interest within this work are copper oxides (CuO, Cu2O) and zinc oxide
(ZnO), both of which are wide band-gap semiconductors, with applications in photovoltaics,
electronic displays, batteries, and more. PE-PLD has shown promise in the deposition of
metal oxides, with the RF plasma lending additional control over film growth, no need of
substrate heating or film annealing, and the deposition of films on flexible plastic substrates.
Characterisation of both the laser ablated and RF plasmas will be presented in this work;
laser ablation of metal and metal oxide targets has been modelled using the code POLLUX,
showing that the compound nature of the oxide targets results in volatile ablation under
the conditions used in PE-PLD. Whereas metal targets ablate in a much more stable and
controlled manner.
Plus, gas temperature measurements of the RF plasma have been performed via com-
plimentary diagnostic techniques, and the effect of pulsed operation on the gas temperature.
Additionally simulations via the use of the code HPEM, have been used to characterise the
importance of processes, such as heat transfer to reactor walls.
Lastly, analysis of films deposited by PE-PLD has been performed, showing ZnO, Cu2O
and CuO films of uniform density across their entire depth, as well high density planes of
ZnO, on both SiO2 and Si substrates, and the successful deposition of Al2O3 films on steel
substrates, and semiconducting films on polymer substrates.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Modern electronic technologies are advancing at an increasingly rapid pace, in terms of
smaller, more compact devices, an increasing range of applications, and more. This is in no
small part due to the improvements in the understanding and creation of semiconductors,
which are materials with conductivities between that of an insulator and conductor. Semi-
conductors have driven the technological revolution, being used in integrated circuits, and
most importantly for this work, thin films. These are layers of materials on the order of
magnitude of 10s of nanometres, to many microns thick. With semiconducting films being
found to some extent in every piece of modern technology.
Manufacturing of semiconductor thin films is often achieved using plasma-based depo-
sition techniques, with advancements in semiconductor technologies being driven in no small
part by the advancement in plasmas physics. Colloquially referred to as the “fourth state
of matter”, plasmas are an ionised gas, formed when additional energy is imparted to a gas
causing electrons to be liberated from their atoms. Of focus in this work will be two forms
of plasmas commonly found in semiconductor manufacture and surface modification; Firstly
laser produced plasmas, where a laser irradiates a target, ablating material from the surface
and ionising it into a plasma. Secondly are radio frequency (RF) plasmas, where a gas is
exposed to electromagnetic fields oscillating at an RF frequency, which excites electrons but
not the heavier species, resulting in a plasma containing a variety of reactive species.
The semiconductor deposition technique explored in depth in this work combines both
of these types of plasmas; plasma enhanced pulsed laser deposition (PE-PLD), ablates a
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pure metal (e.g. Cu, Zn) target within an RF oxygen plasma, where species in each plasma
react to form an oxide, with material then depositing onto a substrate forming the film. This
technique originally developed at the University of York, has been described computation-
ally, and initial proof of concept via the deposition of copper oxide films in the following
references [1, 2]. PE-PLD has shown great promise for the depositions of metal oxide films
when compared to other deposition techniques, primarily in the fact that unlike many other
techniques, PE-PLD does not require substrate heating during deposition, or annealing of
deposited films in order to create a film of desired stoichiometry or crystal structure.
Of specific interest in this work will be two semiconductors that can be created by
PE-PLD, with the use of a metal ablated laser plasma, and oxygen RF plasma. Firstly
zinc oxide, ZnO, is a wide bad gap semiconductor with a direct band gap energy of 3.14
eV [3], which is above the visible spectrum. Also as it is transparent in colour when in the
order of 10’s of nanometres, ZnO finds use in many optical applications, such as electronic
displays, plus in high density batteries [4]. Also, ZnO is currently touted as a replacement
for the commonly used indium tin oxide (ITO), due to exhibiting very similar properties,
and limitations in ITO film thickness and supply of materials. Secondly copper oxide, which
can form two stable phases, being Cu2O and CuO. Uses of Cu2O films include photovoltaics,
catalytic beds, and within toxic gas sensors [5–7]. Uses of CuO films include again catalytic
applications, batteries, and photovoltaics [5, 8].
The work presented here delves deeper into key underpinning physical processes, vital
to the understanding and operation of PE-PLD. This includes the behaviour of different
target materials, chiefly metals and metal oxides, under nanosecond pulse laser ablation
conditions within PE-PLD. Also the use of complimentary diagnostics to determine the
gas temperature of the plasma, a parameter of key importance for plasma chemistry, plus
how the gas temperature can be controlled by pulsed operation of the plasma. Lastly, films
deposited by PE-PLD are analysed, in terms of their structure, and composition as a function
of depth. This includes further analysis of previously deposited copper oxide films on quartz,
yet additional films such as zinc oxides and the use of Si as a substrate. Additionally, in order
to further highlight the versatility of PE-PLD, it is shown that flexible plastic substrates can
be utilised, increasing the range of possible applications PE-PLD can be utilised for.
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1.2 Thesis Outline
This thesis consists of the following chapters:
Chapter 2 provides an overview of all the fundamental physics important for this entire
work, including laser target interactions, radio frequency plasmas, and deposited films.
Chapter 3 describes the PE-PLD apparatus in detail and methodology use to deposit
thin films. Plus a detailed description of RF plasma and film diagnostics, and finally a
description of the numerical codes used to simulate the laser produced and RF plasmas.
Chapter 4 presents benchmarked simulations describing the differences between the
nanosecond pulsed laser ablation of metal and metal oxide targets.
Chapter 5 contains gas temperature measurements of the O2 RF inductively coupled
plasma under a range of pressures and powers, obtained by a variety of complimentary
techniques. Plus an investigation into the affect of pulsed operation on the temperature,
and simulations of the ICP.
Chapter 6 provides analysis of copper oxide and zinc oxide films deposited on SiO2 and
Si substrates, characterising their structure, and composition as a function of depth. Plus
the deposition of such films on flexible plastic substrates.
Chapter 7 summarises the work presented here, providing key conclusions.
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Chapter 2
Scientific background
This initial chapter will cover all necessary background scientific knowledge that is rel-
evant to the work presented in this thesis. This includes an introduction to PE-PLD and the
current existing knowledge on this technique, and a description and highlighting of relevant
areas of laser and plasma physics, deposition processes, and properties of deposited films.
2.1 Plasma enhanced pulsed laser deposition fundamentals
Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is a technique that is widely used for creating thin films
[9–11], which are layers of material on the orders of 10’s of nanometres to many microns
thick [12]. PLD can be thought of as a three stage process: firstly a laser is incident on
a target material, ablating material from the surface and ionising it into a plasma plume.
Secondly this plume expands and cools due to collisions from both atoms and ions within
the plume itself, and also from surrounding particles in its atmosphere, resulting in changes
of the plumes kinetics and chemistry. Lastly this gaseous material is then incident onto a
substrate where it deposits into the desired thin film; a rough schematic of PLD can be seen
in Figure 2.1. Since its first description in the work of Smith and Turner in the 60’s [13], PLD
has become a technique utilised in the creation of films for photovoltaics [14, 15], cathodes
in electronic devices [16,17], and batteries [18,19].
The work of this thesis will be focused around the novel deposition technique of plasma
enhanced pulsed laser deposition (PE-PLD), which has been described conceptually with
the use of simulations and with initial experimental works with the deposition of copper
oxides in the following works from the York Plasma Institute [1, 2]. PE-PLD exploits the
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Figure 2.1: Basic schematics for, Top: Pulsed laser deposition. Bottom: Plasma enhanced-
pulsed laser deposition
second phase of the PLD process, as what is already common practice in PLD is to use finely
tuned background atmospheres of inert gases and even adding in such gases as oxygen to
influence the plume expansion and film growth [20,21]. PE-PLD takes this one step further
and instead uses a radio frequency (RF) oxygen plasma to generate reactive oxygen species,
that readily react with the ablated plasma plume.
By doing so PE-PLD has advantages over traditional PLD, in that pure metal targets
can be used instead of the more experimentally challenging compound targets, and also there
is no need for additional substrate heating or post deposition annealing in order to grow high
quality films. It is also theorised that this technique can be more versatile, as additional
gasses could be added instead of pure oxygen to grow a wide variety of films, such as nitrogen
for either nitride or oxynitride films. Figure 2.1 also shows a basic description of the PE-
PLD. As PE-PLD utilises many aspects of physics, all necessary aspects of key theory, from
relevant laser-target interactions, plasma physics, film depositions and properties of desired
films, will be discussed within this chapter.
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2.2 Interaction of lasers with solids and plasmas
When considering energy absorption from a laser into a solid target or a plasma, there
are a variety of aspects to consider, such as various parameters of the laser including wave-
length and pulse duration, and certain physical aspects of the target medium itself:
2.2.1 Reflection, absorption and ablation of solid material
When first incident on a solid surface, a fraction of the laser’s radiation is reflected with
the remaining radiation being able to further interact with the target, with the amount of
reflected radiation being dependant on three main factors. Firstly on the target material [22],
which can also be dependant on temperature [23], and lastly the wavelength of incident
photons [22, 24]. For any photons that are not reflected, it passes into the material and
begins to decay based depending on the Beer-Lambert law [25]:
I(z) = I0e
−αz (2.1)
where I is the intensity with I0 being its initial value, z the depth of penetration, and α
the absorption coefficient. Note α is dependant on both temperature and wavelength, so
for Equation 2.1 this is assumed to be constant. The final penetration depth of light into
the material, δ, can also be determined from α and can be seen in Equation 2.2. This is
schematically shown in Figure 2.2.
δ =
1
α
(2.2)
Depth into target
Intensity
δ @ 1/eSurface
Incident laser
Exponential decay
of laser
Reflected light
Figure 2.2: Decay of laser intensity during absorption into a target
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In terms of how much energy is absorbed across this depth, the pulse duration has key
importance, as the time scale for the interaction between hot electrons (i.e. electrons excited
by the laser) and lattice phonons (i.e. the method of heat transfer through a lattice) of the
target is on the order of 10−10 to 10−12 seconds for metals [26]. Therefore any laser of a
longer interaction time than this, such as nanosecond (ns) lasers utilised in this work, can
be assumed to impart their energy directly to heat as electronically excited sates with short
life times can be ignored; such processes are commonly referred to as photo-thermal. Heat
generated from photo-thermal processes then allow for ”classical” phase changes within the
target, with melting from solid to liquid and then further evaporation into a gas phase, which
can then be ionised into a plasma. There are other processes that can result in ablation of a
solid to a gas, being direct sublimation, however this is mostly observed with shorter pulse
length lasers, such as picosecond (ps) and femtosecond (fs) lasers, where the pulse length of
the laser is sufficiently small to consider phonon interactions [26–28].
2.2.2 Inverse-Bremsstrahlung absorption
There are two key mechanisms for the coupling energy of lasers into solids and other
media; Firstly is Inverse-Bremsstrahlung (IB) absorption, prominent in cases where there are
free electrons able to interact with the laser, such as a metal target or a plasma [29–31]. IB-
absorption works by the electric component of the photon’s electromagnetic field accelerating
free electrons in the media it passes through. These free electrons are accelerated up to the
frequency of oscillation of the electric field, yet are not bound to it by any means, and are
therefore free to undergo collisions with their surrounding free electrons and nuclei. This
imparts energy into the surroundings in terms of heat, and the coefficient for IB absorption,
Kib, is given as:
Kib = 8
√
pi
(
e2
4pi0
)
4
3c2
Z2
m20
nenZ
(
m0
2kbT
)1/2pi2c2
~ω3
(
1− exp
(
− ~ω
kbT
))
(2.3)
Important to note in Equation 2.3 is that absorption of energy from IB absorption is
strongly dependant on the laser wavelength (∝ ω−3 so ∝ λ3). Therefore IB absorption is
often strongly observed within long wavelength and infra-red lasers, such as the commonly
used 1064 nm Nd:YAG lasers, and far less of a prominent affect for shorter wavelengths.
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2.2.3 Photo-ionisation
The second method of energy coupling is photo-ionisation of atoms within the target;
single-photon ionisation occurs when the wavelength and, therefore, energy given by E =
hc/λ, is sufficient when compared to the ionisation energy of a bound electron to cause
an ionisation event during a collision. Typically this is observed with shorter wavelength
lasers due to their higher photon energy, and more common with outer electrons within an
atom due to their lower ionisation energies caused by shielding from the nuclei by the inner
electrons [32]. In simple terms this is expressed in Equation 2.4 where X is a target element,
γ is a photon, and e an electron.
X + γ → X+ + e (2.4)
However, atoms do not have to exclusively interact with one incident photon; In cases
where there is a high photon flux, multiple laser photons can be incident on a bound electron
simultaneously, and if the sum of n photon’s energies are higher than the ionisation energy
then an ionisation event can occur, as shown in Equation 2.5. For instance a 532 nm Nd:YAG
laser of photon energy 2.33 eV, then 4 photons would be required for the 1st ionisation of
Zinc at 9.39 eV. However, due to being a multi-body collision, the cross-section for such an
event is much lower, and only occurs with high photon fluxes [33].
X + nγ → X+ + e (2.5)
Multi-photon ionisation can also occur within solids in a step wise manner, where
electrons are instead excited to higher states by an initial electron, and then ionised by
a second incident photon. However, this is much more common in ps and fs pulse length
lasers, via the interaction with lattice phonons, and much less likely at longer pulse lengths
lasers (e.g. ns) due to typically lower intensities [33,34].
X + γ → X∗ + γ → X+ + e (2.6)
2.2.4 Gas-laser interaction, and the plasma frequency
For long pulse length lasers such as the nanosecond (ns) pulsed laser utilised in this
work, material enters the gas phase through melting and evaporation whilst the laser is still
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incident onto the target. Lasers interact with gases in much the same way as they do with
solids, so if the laser is of sufficient energy and flux, then single and multi-photon ionisation
can occur, increasing the level of ionisation and electron density within the plasma (or indeed
gas). And if any free electrons are present within the gas-phase material, then IB absorption
can continue to occur, heating and ionising the plasma further also. However, as before when
light could be reflected from the solid surface, now an additional effect must be considered;
if there is a displacement of electrons within a plasma, they will be accelerated back towards
the positive ions, however will “overshoot” due to inertia, causing an acceleration in the
opposite direction. This effect continues to occur, and this oscillation is referred to as the
plasma frequency, ωp, given in Equation 2.7 [35].
ωp =
√
nee2
m0
(2.7)
Where ne is the electron density, e the charge of an electron, m mass of the species,
and 0 the permittivity of free space. It is interesting to note species of different masses, m,
have different plasma frequencies, and therefore respond differently to a variety of external
forces. For laser interactions this is important, as if the laser frequency is less than the plasma
frequency, then electrons within the plasma are able to interact with and absorb energy from
the laser. However if the laser frequency matches or is greater than the electrons’ plasma
frequency, then laser light will be reflected by the plasma, with this point being referred to
as the critical frequency. The electron density of the plasma at this point, the critical density
nc, can be determined from the refractive index of the plasma, given by Equation 2.8, with
N being the refractive index.
N2 = 1− ω
2
p
ω2
(2.8)
Therefore at the point of reflection of N being 0, nc, can be determined from the plasma
frequency to be as shown in Equation 2.9 [36].
nc =
0m
e2
ω2 (2.9)
So it is apparent during the design of any laser-plasma system, be it a deposition system
or perhaps any laser based diagnostic, that the plasma and critical frequencies are taken into
account.
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2.3 Expansion of a plasma plume
During laser ablation of a target, after solid material from the target has been sufficiently
heated into a gas or a plasma, the interaction between this “plume” of material with its
surroundings needs to be considered. However not only this, but also how species within the
plasma plume itself interact needs to be considered, and in order to simplify the discussion
here, this has been broken down into a few key stages. Firstly, during the removal of material
from the surface, due to the high density of material being ablated and therefore high number
of collisions, not all material is ablated away from the target, and some redeposits back onto
the target. For the case of ns laser ablation this is best described as by Kelly and Miotello [37],
where an “effusion like” behaviour occurs, where there is a build up of fluid on the surface
before material enters the gas phase. This layer on the surface is highly collisional resulting in
the re-deposition of some material back onto the target. This boundary at the target surface
is referred to as the Knudsen Layer, with the velocity of material at this point defined in
Equation 2.10.
vk =
√
γkbTk
m
(2.10)
Where vk is the minimum velocity at the Kundsen layer, γ the surface energy, Tk the
temperature of species at the target during ablation, and m the atoms mass. Any material
with a velocity equal to or greater than vk can be assumed to have sufficient velocity to
“successfully” ablate, whereas material slower than vk would lose too much of its velocity
through collisions, and redeposit onto the target surface [38–40].
After material is ablated from the surface then its internal dynamics and interactions
with its background can be considered. The most simplistic case for this is when the back-
ground environment is a vacuum, which can be described as an adiabatic expansion, i.e.
there is no loss of energy or material to the environment, such as in the model of Anisimov
et al [41], as outlined in Equation 2.11. This model describes how the velocity, v, density, ρ,
and entropy, S, of the expanding plume develop over time.
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∂ρ
∂t
+∇(ρv) = 0
∂v
∂t
+ (v∇)v + 1
ρ
∇ρ = 0
∂S
∂t
+ v∇S = 0
(2.11)
However recent literature has shown that such a model can be too simplistic, as although
mass and energy can be assumed to not be lost, other parameters such as temperature
and entropy need to be considered. Such that if these additional parameters are constant
throughout the expansion, or if they are affected by processes within the plume, such as
collisions, recombinations of ions and electrons etc. Such a model that takes these into
account is the model of Stapleton et al [42], in Equation 2.12, where either an isothermal
or isentropic assumption is made upon the initial conditions of the plume, defined by their
initial distributions.
X
d2X
dt2
= Y
d2Y
dt2
= Z
d2Z
dt2
= ω
E
M
(
X0Y0Z0
XY Z
)γ−1
(2.12)
where M is the initial total mass of the plume, E the total energy, X,Y, Z are positions
in 3-D space with subscript 0 corresponding to initial positions, γ a constant of adiabatic
expansion, and ω being a constant that varies based on either the isothermal or isentropic
assumption.
This model has shown good comparison to experiment, however with some key assump-
tions, as an initial set of conditions of the plasma plume is required. Specifically that an
initial distribution of densities and temperatures is required, whereas in the work where this
model was first presented [42], this was artificially done so in order to fit experimental data.
Therefore such models are not intrinsically predictive, and in reality initial assumptions made
may not be valid in all cases, a concept that will be discussed within this work.
When treating the expansion of a plume within a background that is not a vacuum,
such as a gas or a plasma, then not only must internal interactions be taken into account
(as described above), but also the interactions with the background. This problem is best
described by two key aspects, firstly being physical collisions affect the plume, and then also
any chemical reactions that occur between the plume and the background. To first address
the physical collisions and the effects they cause, this is best highlighted from the work of
Harilal et al [43], and as shown in Figure 2.3, which investigated the laser ablation of a pure
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aluminium target within varying background pressures of inert argon. At the lower pressure
of 150 mTorr (20 Pa), it can be seen that the plume travels in a much more dense fast
moving front that passes out of view in approx 610 ns, where as the higher pressure of 10
Torr (1333 Pa) has a much more closely confined plume, that is still observable afer 2000 ns.
This effect is caused by the physical collisions between the plume and background, with the
denser, higher pressure case having a greater number of collisions and therefore reducing the
plumes velocity.
Figure 2.3: Expansion of a laser ablated plume from an Al target in different background
pressures of Ar. Left: 150 mTorr (20 Pa). Right: 10 Torr (1333 Pa). [43]
The second affect to consider, being chemical reactions, is highlighted well within the
work of Orsel et al [44] as shown in Figure 2.4, where a LaAlO3 target is ablated within an
atmosphere of O2 and Ar. Here it is shown via laser induced fluorescence (LIF) that oxide
species (AlO) are centred around the outer area of the plume (1b, 2a), whereas metallic Al
exists more within the centre of the plume (1a), with both profiles being quite different to
spontaneous emission of all species (2b). This shows that chemical reactions between the
plume and background can indeed occur, affecting the chemical composition of the plume,
and is more prominent around the edge of the plume where species will be in direct contact
with the background.
It is control of the shape and velocity by background pressures, and composition of
gasses to chemically react with the plume, that are commonly utilised within standard PLD in
order to deposit films of a desired stoichiometry [32,45]. Yet it is this second point which PE-
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Figure 2.4: Expansion of a laser ablated plume from a LaAlO2 target within an oxygen
atmosphere. 1a LIF of Al, 1b,2a LIF of AlO, 2b spontaneous emission [44]
PLD exploits, via the use of reactive species generated by external plasmas (discussed shortly)
instead of simple gases, in order to aid reactions with the plume to generate compound films.
2.4 Deposition onto a substrate
For PE-PLD, one also needs to consider how material deposits from a gas or plasma and
grows a film, with a key aspect being the energies and densities of incident particles. Firstly,
if the particle has too much kinetic energy, from being either a very heavy element and/or
travelling at large speeds, then sputtering of substrate atoms can occur, which is a concept
used in sputtering and etching processes yet not ideal for film growth. If the particle has
suitable energies not to cause damage to the surface, then both their velocities and densities
must be considered.
PE-PLD in its first description and proof of concept [2] was found to behave similar
to standard PLD, in that deposition of films can be classified as being ”non-epitaxial”; i.e.
the growth and structure of the film is not determined by the structure of the underlying
substrate [9, 12]. This is because the laser ablated plume has sufficiently high densities for
particles incident onto the substrate to begin depositing particles and forming clusters, before
diffusion onto lattice sites of the substrate is a dominant affect. The full process of deposition
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of fundamental process deposition onto a substrate and film growth.
Processes are, (a) nucleation. (b) island growth. (c) island coalescence and grain formation
(d) island coarsening and formation of polycrystalline grains (e) further development of
grains and film frowth.
and film growth is shown schematically in Figure 2.5, taken from the descriptions of Petrov
et al, and Brana et al [46, 47], which via in-situ analysis of film growth have described the
process as occurring via multiple steps. Note, this describes the process of polycrystaline
growth of films typical within PLD, and not layer-to-layer growth that may be observed in
other techniques, or by control of substrate energies.
First atoms are incident onto the substrate, and begin to form groups or ”islands” on
the surface. These islands, once large enough, begin to coalesce with each other and form
larger grains, and it is typically around this stage that due to a combination of a sufficient
number of atoms being present and sufficient time passing, for diffusion into lattice sites
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to occur and a crystalline structure forms, i.e. atoms arranged in an ordered lattice. This
typically leads to a ”coarsening” of these grains, yet each grain can form different crystalline
structures, hence such a film being called ”polycrystalline”.
However it is important to note that in practice, the interfaces between substrate and
film are not as instantaneous and sharp as shown in Figure 2.5, and there is a ”transition
layer” or region between these two layers. This arises from the bonding of the film to the
substrate itself, which typically has a different structure to the polycrystalline film. The
thickness of this layer is indicative of the difference between the lattice size of the substrate
and the film [47]. In non-epitaxial growth techniques such as PLD, typically there is very
little control over grain structure and transition layer thickness during film growth, and post-
deposition techniques such as annealing are utilised in order to control the structures grown.
Epitaxial techniques, for example molecular beam epitaxy [48], also utilise this but, also
controlled “seeding” layers, which are substrates or other layers of films with pre-determined
lattice constants in order to influence grains grown during deposition [47,49].
2.5 Radio frequency plasmas
Laser produced plasmas are not the only form of plasma utilised in this work, and
indeed radio frequency (RF) plasmas play a key role. RF plasmas work by exciting electrons
within a gas by an external electric field operating at an RF frequency, typically at regulated
frequencies such as 13.56 MHz and its harmonics as to not interfere with communications.
These RF fields accelerate electrons within the plasma, but not ions due to their much greater
masses and therefore lower mobility, not allowing them to be accelerated to high velocities
within one RF cycle. This results in a plasma with high electron temperatures yet low ion
temperatures, hence in some cases RF plasmas are referred to as “non-equilibrium plasmas”
(see Section 2.6), or “low temperature plasmas” (LTP’s) [50]. RF plasmas have a variety
of chemically reactive species, due to the free electrons being able to undergo collisions and
reactions with the cool, heavy species within the plasma. Due to this RF plasmas have found
a variety of applications, from etching and deposition of electronics [51, 52], to biomedical
applications [53], spacecraft propulsion [54] and more.
Before the specific forms of RF plasmas utilised in this work are discussed, a few im-
portant aspects of the plasmas will be highlighted. Firstly is the breakdown of a gas into
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a plasma, which occurs when free electrons within a gas, typically present due to influences
such as solar radiation, are initially excited by an external influence. This causes them to
collide with other heavy species in the gas, causing further ionisation and release of elec-
trons. These electrons then repeat this process with heavy species causing further ionisation
multiple times, resulting in what is commonly referred to as a ”cascade” of electrons and
breaking down the gas into a plasma. The nature of this breakdown was first described by
Paschen in 1889 [55], and in much more detail since [56,57], yet what is key to note that the
voltage required for a breakdown of a gas scales as a function of both the pressure of the gas
(p · d), and the distance between the powered electrodes, as shown in Figure 2.6. Meaning
low pressure RF plasmas such as the ones utilised here are able to cover much larger area
and volume than higher pressure plasmas, hence their common use in large scale surface
modification in industry and deposits such as in PE-PLD.
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Figure 2.6: Example Paschen curve for O2 and N2. Data taken from [58]
Also of importance in RF plasmas is the ”sheath”, a region of net-positive charge
between the plasma and its surrounding walls. A sheath is formed as although initially both
electrons and heavy species are free to leave the plasma, electrons travel to the walls first due
to their lighter mass and hence higher mobility. Due to these electrons leaving the plasma,
a build up of negative charge is formed on the walls of the vessel surrounding the plasma,
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which in turns then repels electrons from within the plasma, resulting in a region of positive
charge surrounding the plasma and electrons confined within the plasma bulk [50]. The
thickness of this sheath, s, can be given as Equation 2.13:
s =
√
2eV0
kbTe
· λd (2.13)
With e the charge of an electron, V0 the voltage drop across the sheath, kb the Boltzmann
constant, and Te the electron temperature. Also, λd is the Debye length, given in Equation
2.14, where 0 is the permittivity of free space. This is a characteristic parameter of plasmas,
caused by the repulsion of like-charges within the plasma resulting in the screening of internal
charges. When considering length scales shorter that λd then internal electric fields within
the plasma must be considered, yet for scales larger than λd then said fields can be ignored.
Therefore, plasmas with a higher electron density, ne, have a shorter Debye length, resulting
in a smaller sheath thickness, the effect of which will be discussed in the next section.
λd =
√
0kbTe
nee2
(2.14)
2.5.1 Capacitively and inductively coupled plasmas
There are two forms of low pressure RF plasmas important to the work presented
in this thesis, both presented schematically in Figure 2.7. Firstly, a capacitively coupled
plasma (CCP) is formed when a gas is in between a powered and grounded electrode, with
the electric fields from these electrodes penetrating the gas, exciting electrons generating a
plasma. For RF CCPs, sheath affects are of key importance for heating and energy coupling,
as the acceleration along electric field results in species being accelerated either towards or
away from the electrode, depending on the phase of the RF field [52]. This results in species
such as heavy ions being accelerated through the sheath, that can aid processes such as
sputtering of atoms from the surface, or through the release of secondary electrons from the
surface to aid in heating of the plasma [35,50].
Secondly are inductively coupled plasmas (ICP), created when the power is applied to
a gas by an external coil instead of using a single plate electrode as with CCPs, with this
coil acting as an antenna for the RF power [51,52]. ICPs have two modes operation; E-mode
ICPs are in fact very similar to CCPs, and occur when the ICP has low electron densities, i.e.
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Figure 2.7: Typical configuration for low pressure RF plasma reactors. Left: CCP Right:
ICP
at low pressures and powers, or during initial ignition of the plasma, where energy coupling
is dominated by the effect of the capacitive fields generated by the coil. The most desirable
form of an ICP is the H-mode, which occurs when the electron densities within the plasma
are sufficiently high enough for the oscillating current within the coils to induce an electron
current within the plasma, due to the coils fluctuating magnetic field and Faraday’s law of
induction [50].
H-mode ICPs typically operate at much higher plasma densities than E-mode ICP’s
and CCPs, and the transition to this mode of operation can clearly be seen via a significant
change in various plasma parameters, such as electron and ion densities [59,60]. The H-mode
of ICP’s make them desirable in some cases over CCPs, as these high plasma densities are
very beneficial for many applications. Plus as power is imparted to the plasma via magnetic
coils and not via any form of sheath dynamics there is far less ion bombardment to the
walls compared to CCPs. In addition to this, due to their higher densities and therefore
smaller sheaths, combined with intrinsic higher plasma densities, H-mode ICPs can also
be influenced by external biasing of targets in order to purposely create bombardment for
highly efficient etching [51]. In terms of direct relevance for this work, a H-mode ICP has
been chosen explicitly due to these two reasons, as high plasma densities can be beneficial
for growth rates and interactions with the dense laser produced plasma, and the lack of ion
bombardment meaning there is minimal interference and etching of the deposited film.
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2.6 Equilibrium regimes
The last area of relevant background theory to detail is something that has been touched
on above, such as within Section 2.5, this being the state of equilibrium within different forms
of plasma. To be more specific, what is important is the state of equilibrium between the
temperature of different plasma species, namely heavy ions/neutrals and the lighter electrons.
As stated above RF plasmas are referred to as ”non-equilibrium plasmas” due to the different
temperatures of electrons and heavy species, caused by their different response to applied
RF fields.
Laser produced plasmas however are quite different, as they are dense enough for suf-
ficient collisions between electrons and heavy species for their temperatures to equilibrate,
resulting in a plasma referred to as being in ”Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium” (LTE) [61];
The condition required for this to be true is defined by the McWirther criterion, shown in
Equation (2.15).
ne > 1.6× 1012T 1/2(∆Eij)3 (2.15)
Where ne is the electron density in cm
−3, T being the temperature of the system in K, and
∆Eij being the energy difference between the i and j states within the atoms/ions in eV.
2.7 Metal oxide thin films
From the reactions between both the metal laser produced and RF oxygen plasma,
PE-PLD is able to deposit metal oxide thin films, with two key types of metal oxides of
interest within this thesis. Firstly is copper oxide, which is able to grow in two forms of
stable compound; cuprous oxide (Cu2O, copper(I) oxide) which has a band gap of 2.1 eV,
comprising of Cu atoms within a FCC sub-lattice, and O atoms within a BCC sub-lattice,
offset diagonally by one quarter of the cubic lattice constant, 4.684 A˚ [62,63]. Cu2O is chiefly
of interest in the photovoltaic industry for use in solar cells [64,65], but has also found uses
in thin film transistors [66]. Secondly is cupric oxide (CuO, copper(II) oxide) has a narrower
band gap of 1.2 eV, existing in a square planar monoclinic crystal of unit cell size 4.252
A˚ [63]. CuO has shown use in catalytic processes and gas sensors, as well as some uses in
photovoltaics [62,63]. The structure of both forms of copper oxide are shown within Figure
2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Lattice structure of unit cells for, Left: Cu2O. Right: CuO. Blue atoms are Cu,
red are O. Data obtained from COD [67], and plotted using VESTA [68].
Secondly of key interest in this work is zinc oxide (ZnO), as although elemental zinc
is quite similar to copper, due to being direct neighbours on the periodic table, its oxide is
quite different. ZnO primarily takes the form of a wurzite crystal structure, of base lattice
parameters of 3.249 and 5.207A˚ [4, 62], as shown in Figure (2.9); although it is has been
shown it is possible to grown ZnO in a zincblende structure, but only when using crystalline
substrates of a cubic structure [69]. ZnO is classed as a ”wide band gap” semiconductor,
with a direct band gap of 3.1 eV, corresponding to a wavelength of 375 nm, putting it above
the visible spectrum of light, which has a lower limit with violet at approximately 380 nm.
Combined with the fact that thin films of ZnO on the order of 10’s of nanometres thick are
transparent, ZnO has great potential as a component in electronics in applications such as
electrodes in displays [3, 70]
In particular ZnO is being highlighted as a replacement for the commonly used indium
tin oxide (ITO), which is coming to the limits of its use due to such aspects as restriction
on thickness due to sufficient levels of indium doping [71], and political issues regarding
the access of indium. In addition to this, due to being a large band gap semiconductor,
ZnO finds uses in higher energy applications of semiconductors, such as batteries [3, 70],
and some specific phases and doped forms of ZnO are currently of interest in quantum
communications, due to its high surface densities [72, 73]. Finally ZnO shows great promise
in further applications such as again photovoltaics, and in piezoelectric applications, when
either doped or used in conjunction with other thin film layers, such as the previously
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Figure 2.9: Lattice structure of wurzite unit cells for ZnO. Grey atoms are Zn, red are O.
Data obtained from COD [67], and plotted using VESTA [68].
mentioned copper oxide films [3, 74].
Lastly to be discussed briefly in this work are aluminium oxide, Al2O3, films on steel
substrates, which have been shown in recent times to be utilised as coatings for the steel
under-layer, for uses and applications where high temperatures and physical or chemical
corrosion need to be mitigated [75, 76]. Additionally, such films are also relevant for fusion-
energy purposes, as Al2O3 is a suitable proxy for beryllium, Be [77]; Be deposits on steel
are relevant to fusion as plasma facing mirrors on tokamaks are known to degrade over time,
due to depositions of wall material onto said mirrors [78]. Therefore such Al2O3 films on
steel can be used as an experimental proxy for these degraded mirrors, for means of the
improvement of designs for cleaning processes [79,80].
2.8 Comparison to other techniques and existing knowledge
of PE-PLD
Currently there is a huge range of techniques that can be utilised to deposit thin films,
however they generally all utilise the same key principle; this being the production of species
to be deposited from a bulk material or precursor, which is then incident onto a substrate
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where the film is created. PLD is indeed one of these techniques and has been widely utilised
since its inception [13], and is an attractive technique due to its competitive deposition rates
and well documented good stoichiometry transfer from target to substrate . Although it does
has some drawbacks, mainly being the need for substrate heating for successful film growth,
control of particulates, which are commonly seen within PLD, need of carefully controlled
backgrounds to influence the plume growth, and limited area of deposition [9, 11].
Other techniques for film deposition include, but indeed are not limited to: various
forms of sputtering, where material is physically sputtered from the target by incident heavy
atoms, which is widely utilised in modern industries due to being able to coat large areas of
substrates. Again, sputtering has drawbacks similar to PLD in terms of needing to carefully
control background species, and substrate heating control during deposition [81, 82]. And
chemical vapour deposition (CVD), where chemical reactions break down precursors creating
species to be deposited, is again a very widely used technique, perhaps mostly due to its
versatility and range of applications [83]. CVD however has some significant disadvantages
chiefly being the fact many chemical precursors used are highly toxic [84,85].
A growing trend within such techniques in recent years has been the inclusion of various
additions to improve the film growth, both in terms of deposition rate and film quality. Of
most importance to this work is the utilisation of plasmas, where reactive species created
from the plasma perform various processes during film deposition. For example the increased
breakdown of precursors in PE-CVD [86], and magnetic fields used to increase electron and
therefore plasma species used in HIPIMS [87]. Although this adds an additional level of
complexity to the system, this has been off set by the improvements in film growth and the
resulting applications and potential profits.
It is this logic that has now been applied to a PLD based technique to create PE-
PLD. There has been some similar techniques reported in literature, yet they do not involve
the exact same processes as the technique presented in this work. Examples are the use
of titanium oxide and zinc oxide targets ablated in the presence of a CCP [88, 89], and
the ablation of pure zinc targets with only the substrate being exposed to an oxygen ion
beam [90, 91]. However still these works utilise processes such as substrate heating or post
deposition annealing of the substrate, which were not needed to be used in the initial proof
of concept for this form of PE-PLD [2], or in any of the depositions presented in this thesis.
A summary of the key advantages and disadvantages of PE-PLD based on this knowledge,
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and some key points to be developed throughout this work, are shown below:
2.8.1 Advantages of PE-PLD
• Expansion and composition of the ablated plume can be influenced during its growth.
• Control of the RF produced oxygen plasma adds an additional level of control to the
process.
• Use of metal targets, which are much more easily controlled than oxides, and much
cheaper to manufacture than compound targets.
• Allows for additional gasses to be added into the system for a further variety of films
(e.g. N2 for nitrides)
• No need for post-deposition annealing, or heating of substrate during deposition.
• Low temperature environments allow for use of sensitive targets, such as polymers.
2.8.2 Disadvantages of PE-PLD
• Additional level of cost and complexity.
• Limited area of deposits.
• Still active area of research; Still not completely understood and described.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
This chapter presents the methodology used throughout this thesis, with an in depth
description of the apparatus used in PE-PLD, alongside all diagnostic techniques used, both
for plasmas and films. Lastly, numerical codes used to simulate various aspects of the plasma
processes important to PE-PLD are described in appropriate detail.
3.1 Experimental set-up
Figure 3.1 shows the internals of the deposition chamber, schematically and with pho-
tographs. The entire process occurs within a 6 arm vacuum chamber, with a vacuum achieved
by two pumps, with deposition occurring under vacuum created by a scroll pump (Edwards
nxDS 15i) able to maintain a base pressure of 1.5 Pa; with a further turbo pump (Pfeiffer
TPU 170) used to achieve a lower base pressure of down to 5 × 10−6 Pa. Pure oxygen gas
(99.99% from BOC) is supplied to the chamber via mass flow controllers (MKS Instruments),
operating typically at around 5 sccm to 10’s of sccm, but additional gases may be added for
spectroscopy or other reasons. Gas pressure is controlled during deposition by changing the
flow rate of the gases, with additional fine control of the pressure by controlling screw valves
leading to the vacuum pumps.
During deposition an ICP is created by supplying power to a 5 turn copper coil on
the top side of the chamber which is separated from the gas by a 2.54 cm quartz barrier.
Power comes from a 13.56 MHz RF power supply (Ceasar 1330), able to provide up to 1 kW,
supplied through a Pi-type matching network (Meidan). This chamber is based upon the
GEC reference cell [92], a device used within the global community for ease of comparison
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between experiments. The plasma may also be run as a CCP, by using the same power supply
but applied to the bottom stainless steel electrode, via an Advanced Energy auto-matching
network.
4 cm
4 cm
14 cm
10 cm
Nd: YAG laser
Steel electrode
Dielectric
To ground/power
Substrate holderTarget holder
Plasma
Quartz barrier5-turn copper coil
Figure 3.1: Top: Schematic of PE-PLD apparatus. Bottom: Picture of apparatus in YPI
labs, from within vacuum chamber.
Targets (Zn, Cu etc.), which are 2.54 cm square in size, are held within the chamber on
a manually rotatable stage which can be controlled from outside of the chamber, with the
target held within the two electrodes, just off from the centre point of the chamber. Samples
used are metals of at least 99.99% purity (from Testbourne), and are held in place via small
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screws around the outside of the target. Substrates are held in place on a stationary holder
on the opposite flange to the target holder, with this substrate holder having the capability
to be cooled from the external cooling system, which also manages to electrodes and vacuum
pumps. Substrates are held in place via a series of screws around its circumference similar
to the targets, and substrates used within this work are quartz (SiO2), silicon (Si), stainless
steel, and plastics. Target and substrate holders can hold targets of a 254 mm diameter.
Before entering the chamber substrates are cleaned via treatment with acetone, then an
ultrasonic bath of isopropanol at 40 to 50 oC for at least 10 minutes to remove any blemishes
and impurities on the surface.
The laser used is a Continuum Minilite laser, which is a frequency doubled Nd:YAG
laser operating at 532 nm, with a pulse length of 5 ns, and total beam energy of 35 mJ per
pulse, operating at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The laser alignment is controlled by mirrors,
and focused by a lens with a focal length of 50 cm, entering the chamber through a window
with an anti-reflective coating for 532 nm, finally incident onto the target. The focal spot
size of the laser on the target if it was normal to the laser is 1mm in diameter, however due
to in practice being offset at an angle of 45o, the spot size is not perfectly circular.
All components within the set-up are controlled by a digital delay generator (Stanford
Instruments), with the timings as follows; Firstly the ICP coil is powered and the plasma
Matching
network
Power
supply
Digital delay
generator
Nd:YAG
laser Vacuum
chamber
Grounded
electrode
Powered
coil
Mass flow
controllers
Screw
valve
Gasses in
To vacuum
pumps
Optics
Figure 3.2: Representation of all apparatus used in PE-PLD.
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is allowed to reach an equilibrium for 8 ms, with this point assumed as it is much longer
than any process known to generate plasma species under such conditions. After this 8 ms
the laser flash lamp is powered, generating gain within the lasing medium (Nd:YAG rods)
which reaches its maximum at 150 µs, after which point the laser q-switch is triggered causing
laser emission and ablation of target material into a plasma plume. This plume travels to the
substrate, a distance of 4 cm, which from spectroscopy and simulations has been determined
to take approximately 2 ms [2], and then after this total of 10 ms the power for the plasma
is stopped. In order to be in line with the repetition rate of the laser, no power is applied
to the system for a total of 90 ms which after said the point the cycle begins again; This
gives the entire system a duty cycle of 10% [2]. A full representation of all apparatus used
in PE-PLD can be seen in Figure 3.2.
3.2 Plasma diagnostics
In order to characterise the RF plasma used in this work, a range of diagnostics have
been used, with the desired techniques being so called “passive”, meaning that do not perturb
the plasma. Such techniques are highly attractive across many plasma processes due to the
lack of interference caused within the plasma. Also, many diagnostic techniques, such as
electrical probes, cannot be used in many conditions, such as within PE-PLD, as the plasma
can negatively effect said probe by corrosion or etching and deposition. Figure 3.3 shows
how all diagnostics are situated on the PE-PLD chamber.
All diagnostics used in this work are utilised in order to determine the gas temperature
of the plasma; this is a property of the plasma, which is well known to affect many processes,
including collisional processes such as quenching, and therefore lifetimes of many species,
interactions with surrounding walls, and the rate at which many chemical reactions occur
[93–95]. However this being considered, gas temperatures are an aspects of plasmas that are
yet to be fully understood, especially in low pressure O2 RF ICPs such as the one utilised
within this work. There has been some work within this field, such as measurements of
gas temperatures within inductive RF plasmas containing H2 [96] and CF4 [97], and direct
current discharges within O2 [98], and simulations of O2 RF ICPs [95], but experimental
results of gas temperature measurements in such O2 RF ICPs have yet to be reported.
Therefore the range of techniques, as described in this following section, have been used
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Figure 3.3: Top down view of the plasma diagnostic set-ups used. Equipment highlighted in
green used for tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy. Equipment highlighted in pink
used for optical emission spectroscopy.
in order to determine the gas temperature and a comparison between all three method
performed, for means of increasing the reliability of said results, and also an exploration into
the applicability of each technique.
3.2.1 Optical emission spectroscopy fundamentals
Within a plasma there are processes that excite electrons to higher bound states within
atoms or molecules, which then spontaneously decay to lower states emitting a photon of
a specific energy corresponding to the species they are emitted from. Optical emission
spectroscopy, OES, is a passive diagnostic technique that utilises these photons by detecting
them and alongside the use of an appropriate model, is able to diagnose various aspects about
the plasma, such as the gas temperature as desired in this work. During OES a device called a
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Figure 3.4: Schematic showing the basics of a spectrometer used during OES
spectrometer is utilised, the concept of which shown in Figure 3.4. Here collected photons are
passed through a slit, and then typically incident on mirrors to direct and columnate the light,
which is then incident on a diffraction grating. This is a component comprising of a series
of angled surfaces, where photons of the same wavelengths that reflect off adjacent surfaces
constructively interfere. Photons are then made incident onto a detector, which is typically
some form of charge capture device (CCD), with photons of different wavelengths being
observed at different spatial positions, which can then be analysed by various models [36].
In this work the spectrometer used is the Andor Shamrock 340i, which has a variety of
different diffraction gratings allowing for further control of the signals spectral range and res-
olution, whilst also being able to be coupled to an intensified CCD (ICCD). An Andor iSeries
334T is used in this work, which uses a photo-cathode, multi-channel plate and phosphor
screen to amplify signal allowing for analysis of much weaker spectral lines. This system is
also able to be connected to the DDG that controls the timing of various processes within the
PE-PLD system, allowing for time resolved measurements. When using such spectrometers,
broadening effects need to be taken into account, which are processes increasing the width
of observed emission lines. Indeed these are desired in some cases for means of diagnostics
e.g. Doppler broadening of lines for temperature measurements, however certain unavoid-
able effects such as the experimental broadening need to be characterised. In this work this
is done by a Ar plasma operating at similar conditions, chosen due to the well known and
documented nature of various Ar species [22, 99], and discussed in detail in Chapter 5. The
equipment used for all OES measurements during this work is shown in Figure 3.5, with how
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it is situated on the chamber during experiments having been shown previously in Figure
3.3.
Figure 3.5: Apparatus used during OES experiments, (a) shows spectrometer, (b) shows
fiber situated in front of plasma (see Figure 3.3).
3.2.2 OES: Molecular oxygen
Within this work two forms of OES are used, both on molecular species. The first
technique is the most desirable, as it based purely on oxygen, which is the gas used within
PE-PLD for the deposition of oxides. The molecular transition of interest is from the O2(b)
state, being a low energy, long lived metastable of oxygen, to the ground state of oxygen,
O2(X). This transition is shown in Equation 3.1.
O2(b
1Σ+g , v
′ = 0)→ O2(X3Σ−g , v′′ = 0) (3.1)
This specific transition was first described from its detection in stellar and atmospheric
physics in 1961 [100], and since has been used for the determination of gas temperatures in DC
glow discharges through OES, in some cases down to pressures of 70 Pa (0.5 Torr) [101–103].
It has only yet been applied to a low pressure RF ICP in the work of Wegner at al [60],
where measurements between 1 and 35 Pa were taken, however the technique used there
was the more expensive and complicated microwave interferometry, and not passive OES as
utilised here. From such a transition, a “molecular band” can be observed through OES,
comprising of multiple peaks corresponding to different rotational transitions, each of which
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Table 3.1: Ho¨ln-London factors for the four allowed branches of the magnetic dipole transi-
tion [105]
Branch ∆K ∆J SJ
′
J ′′
RR +1 +1 12J
′′
RQ +1 0 12(J
′′ + 0.25)
PP -1 -1 12(J
′′ + 1)
PQ -1 0 12(J
′′ + 0.75)
has an intensity I, as described in Equation 3.2.
IJ
′
J ′′ = CS
J ′
J ′′exp
(−FJ ′hc
kbTrot
)
(3.2)
where:
FJ ′ = Bv′=0J
′(J ′ + 1)−Dv′=0(J ′(J ′ + 1)2) (3.3)
Where J ′, J ′′ are the rotational number of the upper and lower level respectively, C a
proportionality factor, h Planck’s constant, c the speed of light, kb Boltzmann’s constant,
Bv′=0 and Dv′=0 being fine structure constants of 1.39138 cm
−1 and 5.486×10−6 cm−1 re-
spectively, and Trot being the desired rotational temperature of the molecule. However this
assumes the population of the upper state can be assumed to be proportional to that of the
lower state, and described by a Boltzmann distribution, which requires a sufficient number
of collisions between molecules for this to occur; perhaps a reason why this technique has
yet to be utilised at low pressures as this cannot always assumed to be the case.
The factor SJ
′
J ′′ in the equation above is the Ho¨ln-London factor [104], and given in Table
3.1. Where ∆K and ∆J are the change in the magnetic and rotational quantum number
between the upper and lower states. This form of the Ho¨ln-London factors is used as this
transition is electronically forbidden, as the selection rule for the primary quantum number,
S, as shown in Equation 3.4 is broken; i.e. 1Σ+g →3 Σ−g .
S ≡ 0,±1 (3.4)
Therefore this occurs via a magnetic dipole transition which is defined by four branches
(RR,RQ,P P, and PQ), which conserve total angular momentum, as first described by Herzberg
[104]. These four branches, each with a different combination of ∆K and ∆J , as shown within
Table 3.1 alongside the associated SJ
′
J ′′ .
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Table 3.2: Diatomic constants of the upper and lower states of interest in the O2 molecule
[100]
Constant O2(X
3Σ−g , v = 0) O2(b1Σ+g , v = 0)
B, Rotational constant in
equilibrium position (cm−1)
1.43 1.39127
λss, Spin-spin coupling con-
stant
1.985 n/a
γ, Spin rotation coupling
constant
-8.4253×10−3 n/a
D, Quartic centrifugal dis-
tortion
4.854×10−6 5.486×10−6
The wavelength of each emission line is determined by the difference in energy between
the upper and lower states for different values of J . The energy of these states given by the
Hamiltonian, H′, as shown in Equation 3.5. Where K and S are taken from Table 3.1, and
other constants outlined in Table 3.2. But for the upper state, where S is 0, this equation
can be simplified by ignoring the last term.
H
′
= BK2 + γ(K · S) + λssS2 (3.5)
However it is worth noting the diatomic constants outlined in Table 3.2 are known
from experiment, so have some associated uncertainties in their accuracy. Therefore when
simulating this spectra, there was disagreement between the spacing of the observed and
simulated spectra; how this was accounted for will be discussed shortly. Due to this un-
certainty in the precise values of these constants, much of the literature that has utilised
this spectra at higher pressures do not solve the Hamiltonian for each state. Instead the
wavelength positions for each line as presented in Babcock and Herzberg [104], taken from
high resolution spectroscopy are utilised.
Experimentally observed spectra are compared to modelled spectra, and then the tem-
perature within this model modified until a fit between the two spectra is reached. This
modelling in practice is done here in two ways, both of which are utilised due to the afore-
mentioned issues with exact precision of the wavelength position of each line. Firstly the
freely available software PGOPHER is used [106], in combination with the diatomic con-
stants of the upper and lower molecules in Table 3.2. PGOPHER uses an extensive database
of various allowed forms of molecular transitions, such as the one highlighted here, in order
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to model the required spectra. However as mentioned the wavelength of simulated lines did
not match those of experiment, with the central gap between the four branches being too
large, being approximately 1 nm. However each half of the spectra, i.e. the RR,RQ and the
PP, and PQ, could independently match observed spectra, and therefore each half was fitted
independently with an average of the fitted temperatures between the two being taken.
The second method was using a script written by Dr Kari Niemi of the YPI within
LabView, which empirically solves equation 3.2, utilising the constants and theory as outlined
above. Parameters, such as the gas temperature are then altered in an iterative manor until
a best fit is performed, determined numerically by a chi-squared factor. This script has been
used successfully for the determination of gas temperatures, within the work of Wijaikhum
et al [107]. However, like with the use of PGOPHER, wavelength calibration issues were
found with the central gap between the branches. The solution here was to artificially
squeeze or stretch all observed lines till an agreement was met. A numerical compression
factor of approximately 1.02 was found to match modelled data to experiments. This comes
with the benefit of speed and the temperature of each branch matching, however some
uncertainty in the magnitude in this squeezing is introduced. Figure 3.6 shows a simulation
from PGOPHER modelling up to the 32nd J , exhibiting how raw emission lines for each
transition look, alongside an example spectrum used for fitting where broadening of lines
has been taken into account.
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Figure 3.6: Example spectra of O2 molecular transition of interest taken from PGOPHER
simulation. Left: Raw intensity of each branch. Right: With broadening taken into account
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3.2.3 OES: Molecular nitrogen
The second OES technique utilised is again based upon a molecular band, yet is per-
formed with a small admixture of nitrogen, N2. Here the transition is between two electroni-
cally excited states of N2, being the N2(C) and N2(B) states, with the transition as outlined
in Equation 3.6 observed.
N2(C
3Πu, v
′ = 0)→ N2(B3Πg, v′′ = 0) (3.6)
This transition is commonly utilised within literature, and recently reviewed for means
of gas temperature measurements by OES and other techniques in the work of Bruggeman et
al [108]. Although this technique is mostly cited for use in higher pressure plasmas [109,110],
though it has also been utilised in low pressure RF plasmas, including an ICP containing
Chlorine in the work of Donnelly et al [111] operating at similar pressure and powers as
studied in this work. Although an admixture of N2 is required, it is discussed in the results
(Chapter 5) that the amount used, being roughly 10%, does not perturb the oxygen to an
observable degree. This transition is quite different to the O2 one outlined in the previous
section, as this is electronically allowed, and can therefore be described by the more classical
description of molecular transition by Hund’s cases, as outlined in the work of Herzberg [112].
However, Equation 3.6 is in fact quite a complicated transition, as both states within the
molecule are relativity high in energy. In total there are 27 allowed transitions between
the upper and lower 3Π states, each of which with a different description of their intensity,
instead of just the one used for the oxygen transition (Equation 3.2).
A rigorous treatment of each line within this transition will not be given here for brevities
sake, but a detailed outline of this transition can be found in its first description by I. Ko´vacs
in 1965 [113], and A. Scahdee in 1975 [114]. Additionally S. Pellerin et al [115] shows a
detailed description and empirical determination of each line for a similar transition within
OES on C2, observed during plasma cleaning of polluted gases. An important comment
to make however, is due to there being no treatment of the magnetic quantum number, as
there was with the O2 transition, there is no ”splitting” of the band into two distinct areas.
Therefore the observed molecular band looks quite different, with an example simulated
emission shown in Figure 3.7.
Fitting of observed spectra is performed via very similar means to O2, with the use of
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Figure 3.7: Example spectra of N2 molecular transition of interest taken from LabView
simulation at two different gas temperatures, with broadening affects applied.
LabView software developed by Dr K. Niemi, with this being used to produce Figure 3.7. This
utilises the full treatment of all allowed transitions and their equations from Ko´vacs [113],
and has been successfully used for gas temperature fitting within an atmospheric pressure
plasma jet in Wijaikum et al [107]. Said temperature is obtained as each of these transitions
are dependant on the rational temperature of the molecule, quite similar to that as Equation
3.2, and therefore has the same assumptions of a Boltzmann distribution of electrons within
states of the N2 molecule.
3.2.4 Tunable diode laser absorption spectroscopy
Absorption spectroscopy differs strongly to the OES discussed above, as instead of
passively analysing light emitted from the plasma itself, an external light source is used,
with such sources typically being LEDs or lasers. Photons from these external sources
interact with the plasma by imparting their energy to bound electrons, causing them to
excite to higher states within the molecule or atom they are bound to, with the energy
difference between these states corresponding to the incident photon’s energy. From detection
of photons that pass through the plasma, and use of an appropriate model, factors such as
densities and temperatures of species within the plasma can be determined [116].
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The specific form of absorption spectroscopy used in this work is tunable diode laser
absorption spectroscopy (TDLAS) with an admixture of Argon, Ar. A tunable diode laser is a
laser where the output wavelength can be altered by applying a different current to the diode
from which photons are emitted, and in some cases by altering the path length of the lasing
cavity by means such as piezo-electric motors. TDLAS of Ar for means of determination of
gas temperatures is a well accepted technique within plasma physics, as been utilised in a
range of conditions, including within low pressure inductive sources applicable to the source
utilised in this work [117–119]. However to note in said works the gases used were pure Ar,
not by means to diagnose O2 dominate plasmas such as presented within this work. The
laser used within this work is a Photonics TA Pro, controlled by a Photonics Laser Diode
Pro Control Unit, as shown in Figure 3.8, alongside the other apparatus used, with how this
is situated on the chamber shown previously in Figure 3.3
Figure 3.8: TDLAS apparatus utilised, (a) situated before laser light enters the chamber,
(b) situated after laser light passed through plasma. (See Figure 3.3).
The laser has a continuous output of 150 mW, with to a central wavelength of 810.4
nm, which corresponds to the transition within Ar as outlined in Equation 3.7.
Ar(1s4) + γ(810.4nm)→ Ar(2p6) (3.7)
This lower 1s4 state is a resonant state of Ar, and therefore known to have lower densities
than other Ar species within RF plasmas [120], yet is present within the low pressure case
used here, and shown to be present within low pressure cases in various works, such as Tian
et al [121]. Figure 3.9 shows a spectrum taken with a Oceanoptics Maya spectrometer within
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Figure 3.9: Example spectra of pure Ar and O2:Ar ICP, operating 20 Pa, 700 W.
the PE-PLD chamber operating at 20 Pa, 700 W which is a typical case used throughout
this work; both a pure Ar plasma is shown, alongside an O2 plasma with an admixture of
Ar used during TDLAS measurements, with this admixture being 15%. It can be seen that
in the pure Ar case there is a strong signal corresponding to the decay from the 2p6 to the
1s4 state, with this emission still observed within the O2 plasma, although much weaker due
to affects such as Penning ionisation of the excited Ar. Similar to the admixture of N2 used
in the OES measurements, it is discussed within Chapter 5 that this 15% admixture of Ar
did not perturb the oxygen chemistry; In addition it has been shown computationally in
the work of Gudmundssson et al, that small admixtures of Ar does not affect the density of
many oxygen states or their temperatures [122].
A gas temperature is determined via TDLAS by Equation 3.8, where λ0 is the central
wavelength of the peak, kb the Boltzmann constant, M the mass of the species, and T the
temperature of interest. ∆νD is the measured broadening of the peak determined from the
full width half maximum (FWHM), which can be measured due to the tunable nature of
the laser, as during measurements, the wavelength of the laser is scanned across a range of
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wavelengths close to the central wavelength.
∆νD =
2
λ0
√
2ln(2)
kbT
M
(3.8)
The broadening of this signal is then assumed to come from Doppler broadening, i.e.
the change in wavelength due to the motion of species within the plasma photons interact
with, which is caused by the thermal motion of the species. Hence T being able to be
determined from this observed absorbance signal, with other broadening effects such as
pressure broadening are assumed to be negligible in magnitude compared to that caused by
this thermal Doppler effect.
The intensity of the signal observed can be described by the Beer-Lambert law, Equation
2.1, yet written more explicitly for this case in Equation 3.9.
I = I0e
−σNl (3.9)
Where I and I0 are the observed and initial density as before, N the density of absorbing
species, and l is the path length of the laser within the plasma to be considered; here l is
assumed to be 10 cm, the diameter of the electrodes.
The observed signal on the photo-diode, see Figure 3.3, comprises of photons that
have passed through the plasma without being absorbed, with a reduction in intensity at a
certain time, corresponding to when the wavelength of the scanning laser matches that of
the transition in equation 3.7. In order to distinguish this absorbance ”peak” from the rest
of the observed signal, Equation 3.10 is utilised.
IP+L(ν)− IP (ν)
IL(ν)− IBG(ν) = e
−σNl (3.10)
Where subscripts P,L, and BG corresponding to emission from plasma, laser, and
background, respectively. This results in just the observed difference in intensity caused
by absorbance of photons by the plasma. Within this work, signals were obtained in the
following order; First the plasma was ignited and the signal of just the plasma obtained
(IP ), the laser was then turned on and the signal of both (IP+L) obtained. The plasma was
then turned off, and just the laser signal (IL) taken, and lastly the laser turned off the the
background intensity taken (IBG). This process reduced the amount of times both the laser
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and plasma were turned off and on, and therefore minimised any uncertainty caused from
such sources as differences in matching of the plasma, or temperature deviation of the laser
diode.
A wavelength calibration of the observed signal on the oscilloscope is performed by the
following means; Before entering the plasma a beam-splitter is put in the path of the laser
(ThorLabs, fused silica plate beam-splitter 9:1), to separate off a fraction of light, which is
then passed into a Fabry-Pe´rot interferometer (FPI). In particular a confocal FPI (ThorLabs
SA200-8B) is utilised, which comprises of two concave mirrors at a known distance, as shown
in Figure 3.10. A wavelength calibration is achieved, as if the distance between mirrors is
an integer multiple of the laser wavelength, constructive interference will occur, resulting in
an increase in observed signal transmitted through the FPI. This signal takes the form of
sharp peaks, each with a particular spacing between them. This spacing is known as the
free spectral range (FSR), with the FPI used here having a FSR of 1.5 GHz. This can be
quantified as in Equation 3.11.
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d
Figure 3.10: Schematic of a confocal FPI used for wavelength calibration of TDLAS signal.
FSR =
c
4d
(3.11)
where c is the speed of light, and d is the distance between the mirrors. Note the
denominator is a factor of 4 due to four reflections occurring during a photons path through
the FPI. Therefore as the timebase of the oscilloscope used is known, and this distance
between mirrors set, signals from the photo-diode can be calibrated to a wavelength.
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3.3 Film diagnostics
3.3.1 Scanning electron microscopy
Scanning electron microscopy, SEM, is a well established technique, with its roots in
the early 1900’s [123,124]; SEM is in principle very similar to optical microscopy yet instead
of photons being used to irradiate the sample, a controlled beam of electrons is used as these
can be accelerated to higher energies that are typical of white light photons, allowing for
much higher resolution analysis. In practice electrons are produced by thermionic emission
from a filament, and are then accelerated by an external electric field up to a known energy,
commonly refereed to by the ”acceleration energy” or ”beam energy”, which is typically in
the order of keV. A series of magnetic lenses then focus the beam down to a known size
to irradiate the sample, and some modern SEM machines, such as the JOEL 7800F Prime
used here as shown in Figure 3.11, allow for further control of the magnetic lenses in order to
account for any misalignment that may be caused by the electrons gyroscopic orbit within
the magnetic field, and any astigmatism in the shape of the focal area [125].
R
KO
Electron beam
Scattered electrons
Interaction volume
Film surface
Figure 3.11: Left: SEM apparatus used. Right: Representation of tear-drop interaction of
target
Incoming electrons penetrate the sample and begin to scatter off atoms and electrons in
the sample, causing a typical tear-drop interaction volume which is also shown in Figure 3.11,
with the means of calculating the depth shown in Equation 3.12, where RKO is the “range”
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of penetration named after Kanaya and Okayama who derived this relation in 1972 [126]. A
is the average atomic mass of the film, E0 the beam energy of the SEM, and Z the average
proton number of elements in the film. Based on the Z numbers of the elements within the
oxide films analysed in this work, and the beam energies utilised in order for EDX analysis
(see next section) which was typically up to 5 keV, the RKO within the SEM within this
work is on the order of a few hundred nanometres.
RKO =
2.76× 10−11AE5/30
Z8/9
(3.12)
Electrons are reflected or scattered out of the sample from any point within this in-
teraction volume, and subsequently detected. Within the JOEL SEM there is a variety of
detectors each designed for different electrons, for example the lower electron detector (LED),
placed close to the sample, which detects higher energy lowly scattered electrons. For films
SEM can provide very high resolution images of the surface, by scanning the electron beam
across the films surface. An example image taken from a ZnO film deposited by PE-PLD
is shown in Figure 3.12. Such images are used to look at the morphology of the surface,
i.e. to look for any particuates, if there are any observable large grain structures within the
film etc. Yet it is used most within this work when used in tandem with other techniques,
outlined below.
Figure 3.12: SEM image of the surface of a ZnO film deposited by PE-PLD. Some particulates
seen on surface are from carbon sputtering onto the film to reduce charge build up of the
sample.
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3.3.2 Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy, EDX, is one such technique used in tandem with
SEM, as it is not just electrons that can be detected within an SEM. Incident electrons are
able to collide with and liberate bound electrons within inner levels of atoms in the sample,
creating a “hole” in this lower level which is then filled by an electron from a higher level. It
is this transition of the higher electron to a lower state that causes an emission of a photon,
and is typically within the region of X-rays, which have an upper energy threshold matching
that of the incident electron beam; These X-rays then leave the sample and can be detected
for analysis, and can be used to determine the atomic composition of the film.
Figure 3.13: Top: Schematic of electron interaction with an atom during EDX and the known
transitions. Bottom: Sample EDX spectra taken from ZnO film, with axes being observed
counts against photon energy in KeV
This can be done as each electron transition within different elements have well known
energies, given by the atoms size and which specific levels the electron travelled through.
These levels, or “shells”, are sometimes referred to as K, L, and M levels, which leads to the
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naming of X-rays produced being Kα, Lα and Lβ, with α and β referring to which upper
state the electron decayed from. EDX allows for determination of atomic composition of the
film by comparing the energy of detected X-rays to literature, and the average stoichiometry
within the SEM interaction volume by comparing the relative counts of each of these X-
rays [125]. A schematic of transitions and an example EDX spectra can be found in Figure
3.13, alongside an example spectrum obtained from a ZnO film deposited by PE-PLD.
3.3.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy
Transmission Electron Microscopy, TEM, is in essence quite similar to SEM, yet their
are two key differences: Firstly, the electrons in the beam are of a much higher energy on the
order of MeV, typically with wavelengths of picometers corresponding to radiation within
the gamma range of the EM spectrum; specifically the JEOL 2200 FS aberration corrected
TEM utilised here has a wavelength of approximately 2.5pm. This brings two advantages,
firstly being higher resolution images due to the lower amount of diffraction, and higher
penetration depths into the sample. The second advantage of TEM comes from this higher
penetration as if the film is sufficiently thin then the electrons will pass through the entirety
of the sample, and can be detected after fully transmitting through the film. This allows for
high spatial resolution imaging, yet also additional analysis techniques such as investigating
of the diffraction patterns of electrons caused by interaction with the crystal structures of
the film.
However in order for a TEM to analyse a thin film across its depth, additional prepa-
ration must be performed on the sample. This was done with the use of a focused ion beam
(FIB); The FIB used here utilises a beam of gallium, Ga, ions which are used to etch out a
Figure 3.14: Left: Etched trenched around lamella after protective coating. Middle: Lamella
mounted to central Cu mounting. Right: Polished lamella.
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slice or ”lamella” of the film, which can then be mounted sideways and used in the TEM.
However, an effect to account for is although Ga can easily be used to etch out such a lamella
due to being a large atom, a lot of kinetic energy is imparted into the sample which is con-
verted into heat, which can then damage the film. So to mitigate this, films are typically
covered in protective layers of elements such as platinum, which absorb a lot of the heat and
protect the film [127]. An example of such a lamella is shown in Figure 3.14.
In practice there are a few different forms of TEM, here two are utilised, as shown in Fig-
ure 3.15, alongside an image of the TEM apparatus used within this work. Firstly standard
diffraction based TEM is used, with the source electrons passing through the sample, and
then focused onto a set of detection optics. Secondly is dark field imaging, where the central
portion of light is blocked from the beam, with remaining light focused onto the sample.
Further blockers are placed after the sample to stop any beams that pass straight through
the sample, with the only signal incident on the detector being that from beams diffracted
by the sample itself. Dark field analysis takes it name from the fact that the blocked signal
results in a black image around the sample, and has further benefits over standard TEM as
it allows for highly detailed images of the structure of the sample itself, yet can struggle in
some cases due to low levels of light incident on the detector. Use of a TEM in such a way
allows for determination of the films grain structure and size, and such lamellas can then
undergo further analysis from such techniques as EDX for compositional analysis.
Sample
Condensing
optics
Detector
Electron beam
Blocked central
beam
Direct light
blocked
Light diffracted
from sample
Figure 3.15: Left: The 1 A˚ Double Aberration Corrected In-situ TEM/STEMTEM at the
York JOEL Nanocenter. Right: A schematic of TEM and darkfield imaging.
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3.3.4 Medium Energy Ion Scattering
Medium Energy Ion Scattering, MEIS, utilises an ion beam of hydrogen or helium ions
accelerated up to energies of 200 keV. These are then incident on the film, penetrating it,
scattering off the constituent atoms causing the ions to lose energy and change direction.
Some ions are reflected out of the target, losing more energy in this process, and are incident
on a detector at a known angle; from this, a plot of the number of counts received as a
function of the ions final energy is obtained. MEIS is mainly used in order to determine
the composition of a film across its depth, which is obtained from further analysis of the
scattered ions energy loss.
The depth profile analysis if done with custom scripts within IGOR PRO [128]: An
initial assumption of the films thickness (typically done from prior knowledge of the deposi-
tion technique), is computationally subdivided into sections that are on the order of 0.1 nm.
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Figure 3.16: Top Left: Schematic of MEIS, Top Right: Picture of MEIS at the University
of Huddersfield. Bottom Left: MEIS spectra of Cu2O on SiO2. Bottom Right: Determined
compostion of elements across depth for Cu2O on SiO2.
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Within each of these sections, inelastic energy loss is determined for each type of constituent
element from the SRIM (the Stopping and Range of I ons in Matter) database [129]. The
total energy loss and scattering loss in the film is calculated, and the composition of elements
within each layer altered in order to best fit experimental data. This results in the relative
composition of elements within the film as a function of depth. Additional assumptions can
be made within MEIS, such as various broadening profiles used during analysis of transition
layers, which are outlined in detail in literature [130–132]. Plus, there are some limitations
on both depth and the ability to distinguish elements next to each other on the periodic ta-
ble, due to their similarities in the SRIM database. MEIS is shown schematically in Figure
3.16, and some key assumptions discussed further in Chapter 6.
MEIS is an attractive technique due to effectively zero sample preparation time, as
opposed to the aforementioned SEM and TEM, which can require signifcant time to prepare
samples. Also as a consequence of this there is no damage to the sample which can in theory
be used again for further testing. Other commonly utilised ion beam techniques that can
also yield composition as function of depth, such as Rutherford Back Scattering (RBS) or
Elastic Recoil Detection (ERD), which require much higher ion energies of at least a few
MeV. This makes these techniques much more expensive experimentally, however do have
some advantages over MEIS as they are able to probe deeper into the sample surface. Yet
conversely this can be disadvantageous for thin films on the order of 10’s of nm, such as films
created in this work, as the larger energies typically have poorer resolution in their depth
profiles, compare to the lower energy particles used in MEIS.
3.3.5 X-Ray Diffraction
X-Ray Diffraction, XRD, is utilised in order to determine the crystal structure of films
deposited in this work. XRD uses a beam of X-rays incident on the sample with the angle
of incidence, θ, and the scattered X-rays then detected at a known angle. Due to the short
wavelength of the X-rays most photons pass through the film without interaction however
some do reflect off atoms in the film, and when the angle of incidence matches the Bragg
angle, i.e. when the path difference between two reflected beams reflected off different planes
in the crystal, are offset by an integer number of wavelengths, then constructive interference
occurs. This is schematically shown in Figure 3.17, showing a lattice of spacing d and two
incoming X-ray photons at an angle θ, with one photon being reflected off the top layer with
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the second photon reflected off the second layer, with its path distance given by 2dsinθ.
Constructive interference between the detected photons occurs when the path difference is n
multiples of the wavelength, resulting in a peak in observed signal, at an angle corresponding
to the angle of the detector [133]. Also shown in Figure 3.17, is the Rigaku High Resolution
Smart Lab XRD device used in this work.
θ
2dsinθ
d
Figure 3.17: Left: Schematic of XRD, Right: Picture of Rigaku XRD device
There are different methods within XRD used in order to obtain a scan of different
angles, here the θ/2θ method is utilised. Where both the X-ray source (germanium) and
detector are moved at the same time with the angle of incident θ being the same as the
angle of reflection; this is analogous in geometry to another form of XRD where the sample
is instead rotated and the reflected X-rays detected at an angle 2θ, hence the techniques
name. XRD allows for determination of the films structure, as the peaks observed will
correspond to a certain lattice spacing d that can easily be determined from the relation
in Equation 3.13, where λ is the wavelength of X-rays utilised. Values of the angles where
peaks are observed can be compared to literature or known databases of lattice properties
of materials, such as the literature repository the Crystallography Open Database [67], or
the database the International Center for Diffraction Data [134], in order to determine the
structure of deposited films.
λ = 2dsin(θ) (3.13)
Also from XRD the grain size of the film can be determined, i.e. the physical size of
areas within the film having the same crystal structure, see Section 2.4. This is done so by
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the Scherrer relation [135], Equation 3.14, where τ is the size of grains, ω the broadening
of the observed peak (taken as the FWHM), and K a dimensionless factor experimentally
determined by Scherrer to be approx. 0.9. In essence it is the broadening of the peak that
infers the size of the grains, as it is from scattering from the atoms within each structure that
will cause the increased width of each peak which in theory should be a thin line positioned
at the Bragg angle.
τ =
Kλ
ωcos(θ)
(3.14)
3.4 POLLUX model
POLLUX is a code originally written by G. Pert [136–140], and since developed and
maintained at the University of York [141], designed to model the irradiation of a target by
a high intensity (≥ 1010 Wcm−2) laser, with the generation of a plasma plume which can
then further interact with the laser. Here POLLUX has been used to simulate differences
between the laser ablation of metal and metal oxide targets within Chapter 4, with this
section describing the physical and mathematical models utilised within POLLUX. Figure
3.18 shows the steps and processes undertaken during a simulation within POLLUX, with
important models utilised and additional information about the code described in detail
below.
Figure 3.18: Algorithm for stages of a simulation within POLLUX [141]
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3.4.1 Mesh
Simulations within POLLUX run on a 2-dimensional Eulerian mesh, with the term Eu-
lerian referring to the mesh being fixed throughout the simulation, compared to a Lagrangian
mesh, where it changes throughout the simulation whilst conserving mass. However from
the work of Pert [142] there is a quasi-Lagrangian routine within POLLUX, used during the
initial iterations of the code to adjust the size of cells close to the target surface for more
efficient use of computation time, yet this does not continue during later time-steps, due
to the complexity and therefore computation time it would add to the code. As mentioned
the mesh is 2-dimensional, therefore assumptions have been made in order to model real
systems that occur within 3-D space, with this being azimuthal symmetry around the z axis,
the point through which the laser is incident onto the target, limiting POLLUX to lasers
incident at a normal angle to the target. The geometry of the mesh used within POLLUX
is shown schematically in Figure 3.19.
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Figure 3.19: Description of geometry within a POLLUX simulation
The size of the mesh and resolution of constituent cells are controlled by the following
means; first the physical size (in cm) in both the z and r directions, with a total length of JT in
the r-direction and a length of IB (thickness of the target) plus IF (size of the background) in
the z-direction. Each direction has a corresponding number of cells, resulting in a set number
of cells within the mesh, each with a corresponding size. With the use of such a mesh there is
a key mathematical assumption that must be maintained at all times, the Courant-Friedrich-
Lewy (CFL) condition [143] which states that any material may not ”skip” cells; As each
cell within the mesh has a physical size, and the code having set time steps (both of which
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set by the user), if the velocity of material within a cell is such that it will travel a greater
distance than 1 total cell within 1 time-step, numerical issues will occur. The CFL condition
is given in Equation 3.15, where Cmax is the CFL parameter typically with an upper limit
of 1, ∆t the time step of each itteration, ∆r & ∆z the size of one cell in each direction, and
ur & uz the velocity of material within a cell in each direction.
Cmax  ur∆t
∆r
+
uz∆t
∆z
(3.15)
The mesh and time-steps used within POLLUX simulations presented in this work are highly
resolved, and are many orders of magnitude underneath the maximum limit of the CFL
condition; meshes had a total physical size of 0.4 cm in z, and 0.25 cm in r, within a 900x90
grid. Time steps were 1×10−12 seconds, and velocities of plume material typically on the
order of 1×104 cm s−1. This results in a CFL parameter many orders of magnitude under
the maximum limit of Cmax. Lastly, POLLUX is not able to simulate a complete vacuum,
meaning cells cannot be totally void of any material (reasoning discussed shortly).Therefore
a background material is generated based upon the target conditions; the density within
the background cells ρBG is set by multiplying the density of the target material ρ but a
numerical factor ρCUT . This results in a density, which when assuming the ideal gas law can
be used to modify the pressure of the background.
3.4.2 Equation of State
An equation of state, EoS, is a term used within physics to describe a model that is
used to characterise the key physical properties of a material or any given system. POLLUX
utilises two different versions of an EoS, one for the thermodynamic and nuclear terms, and
an additional one for electronic terms. Thermodynamic and nuclear terms are defined by
the Chart-D EoS model, developed by Sandia National Labs [144], but more specifically the
tabular version of this EoS is chosen. This requires the user to define an almost complete
EoS of the target material prior to running, with all required parameters outlined in Table
3.3, with this chosen to reduce as many assumptions made within the code as possible. Upon
the initial iteration, the Chart-D EoS routines within POLLUX use the parameters given
within Table 3.3 to calculate various further important aspects of the EoS, namely factors
vital for the Clausisus-Clapeyron relation [145], see Figure 3.20, which relates the current
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phase of a material to its pressure and temperature.
Table 3.3: Parameters required for the Chart-D EoS [144]
Variable Units
Number of elements in material N/A
Physical assumptions See Table (3.20)
Density g cm−3
Bulk modulus Barye
Gruneisen coefficient Unit-less
Debye temperature eV
Enthalpy of sublimation ergs g−1
Melting temperature eV
Thermal conductivity coefficient ergs s−1 cm−1 eV−1
Atomic number of each element Proton number
Fraction of each element in the material Fraction
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Figure 3.20: Classical description of a phase diagram based on the Clausis-Claperyron
method of defining materials based upon pressure and temperature.
This is used to help describe the phase change within the target as it absorbs energy,
and therefore increases in temperature, with some additional factors, such as the critical
density being calculated by the EoS in order to properly determine the regions of phase
change. On this point it is possible within POLLUX to use different assumptions of the
Clausis-Claperyron based phase changes, as outlined within Table 3.4, where effectively
different phases and corresponding changes are considered or not. Which can prove useful
for simulations of different targets under a variety of laser and target conditions, as it was
outlined in Section 2.2.1, yet also discussed again in more detail in Chapter 4.
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Table 3.4: Allowed phase changes allowed within POLLUX
Number Phase change Assumptions
0 Sublimation (no electronic terms) Solid target that cannot undergo
melting, with no TF model (see be-
low)
1 Sublimation (with electronic terms) Solid target that cannot undergo
melting, with TF model
2 None A dense, gaseous target where ablated
material does not need to undergo a
phase change
3 Full treatment (no electronic terms) Solid target which can melt, with liq-
uid material able to evaporate, no TF
model
4 Full treatment (with electronic terms) Solid target which can melt, with liq-
uid material able to evaporate, with
TF model
Electronic terms within POLLUX are treated by a Thomas-Fermi (TF) model [146],
where the properties of electrons are determined by the electric potential over a given volume.
For this Poison’s equation, given in Equation 3.16, is used to describe the charge density, ρ,
across a potential, V, with a Fermi-Dirac distribution for the density of electrons.
1
r2
d
dr
[
r2
dV
dr
]
= 4pieρ(r) (3.16)
In order to simplify the solution of equation 3.16, the normalised parameters defined
by Latter in 1955 [147] are introduced, which assumes a perfectly spherical system. These
comprise of three factors, first being the electric field, φ, in equation 3.17, where η is the
chemical potential determined from the Fermi-Dirac distribution, e the fundamental charge
of an electron, V the electric potential, r the radial dimension, k Boltzmann constant, and
T the temperature of the ion or electron.
φ(x) =
[η + eV (r)]r
r1kT
(3.17)
Secondly to describe the dimensions of the system is equation 3.18, where r is the same
as above, and x the axial dimension.
x =
r
r1
(3.18)
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Laslty is a numerical term, a, as described in equation 3.19, where terms are the same
as above, along with m being the mass of the ion, and h being Planck’s constant.
a = (4pie)2(2m)3/2(kT )1/2
r21
h3
(3.19)
When equations 3.17 - 3.19 are combined within 3.16, equation 3.20 is obtained:
d2φ
dx2
= axIη
(
φ(x)
x
)
(3.20)
where Iη the is Fermi-Dirac function, i.e. the probability of occupancy of energy levels
of a fermion, computationally described by McDougall and Stoner [148], ans as shown in
equation 3.21:
Iη =
∫ ∞
0
[exp(y − η) + 1]−1yndy (3.21)
where η is the checmical potential of the atom from which the electron is bound to.
However within Pert’s model [146], η is empirically defined, and therefore this Fermi-Dirac
function Iη and its relation to this known η, are therefore utilised in Equation 3.20 in order to
determine the total electric potential, and corresponding degree of ionisation of the material.
3.4.3 Energy absorption
As can be seen in Figure 3.18, the first stage of the iterations that are looped through
within POLLUX is calculation of energy absorption, by inverse-Bremsstrahlung absorption.
The physical aspects of this process have been previously outlined in Section 2.2.1, but it is
important to highlight that this is the only method of energy absorption within POLLUX.
This is a valid assumption for the work performed here, as the Nd:YAG laser’s dominant
energy absorption technique is indeed IB-absorption due to its relatively long wavelength.
So the photon energies at such wavelengths are lower than the ionisation energies of elements
used, for photon-ionisation to occur, and therefore insufficient for single photon-ionisation
to occur. Multi-photon ionisation is not considered also, as it was also discussed previously
that the required number of photons to be incident simultaneously would result in such a
small cross section, that is assumed to be negligible.
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3.4.4 Ion and electron temperatures
As seen the next stage is to equilibrate the ion and electron temperatures, as POLLUX
is limited to LTE, the concept of which described in section 2.6. This limitation is due to
rules within the TF model requiring high enough electron densities to create a sufficient
electric potential. However, there is a wealth of literature describing such laser ablated
plasma plumes being within LTE shortly after ablation, including experimental work in the
original description of PE-PLD [2,32], therefore this is a valid assumption in the conditions
presented here; as will be shown in Chapter 4. Equilibration of these temperatures is done
via the Spitzer-Harm model [149], which describes the electrical conductivity of a highly
ionised gas, and how it is effected by the collisions between electrons and ions, given by a
collision frequency νei. The Spitzer-Harm conductivity, σSH , is given in Equation 3.22, and
is used to quantify the effective conductivities of the plasma and therefore equilibrate the
ion and electron temperatures via modification of this collision frequency.
σSH = 3
√
pi
2
e2n
meνei
(3.22)
Where e is the charge of an electron, n the number density of species within the plasma,
and me the electron mass.
3.4.5 Mass transport and the FCT model
Within POLLUX there are two different techniques used for transport of variables
between cells from one iteration to the next, here the method used for transport of mass will
be discussed. Initially the problem to be solved is based in hydrodynamics, with the key
equations to solve being that for the fluids velocities, momentum, and energy; within this
the assumption is made that there must be a continuity of both mass and energy, as stated
in Equation 3.23, where X,Y are the total distance in the X and Y planes respectively, z
a small change in the Z plane (similar logic applies to x, y later), m being the unit mass
encompassed within the volume caused by z, and ρ0 the initial density of the system.
∂m
∂t
+
∂
∂z
(mv) = 0
ρ0 =
m
XY
(3.23)
Note, this equation and those to follow are for an Eulerian system, as used in POL-
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LUX. Within the work of Pert in 1983 [140], it has been summarised that the required
hydrodynamic equations for such a system, and are given here in Equation 3.24. This shows
the equations of motion in the X and Y planes, with U, V being the scale velocities of the
system (i.e. ∂X/∂T and ∂Y/∂T respectively).
∂X
∂t
+ w
∂X
∂z
= U
∂V
∂t
+ w
∂Y
∂z
= V
(3.24)
Equation 3.25 then states the equations of momentum for the system, with p0 being
the initial pressure within the system.
∂U
∂t
+ w
∂U
∂z
=
2
X
p0
ρ0
∂V
∂t
+ w
∂V
∂z
=
2
Y
p0
ρ0
∂w
∂t
+ w
∂w
∂z
= − 1
m
∂
∂z
(XY p0)
(3.25)
Lastly this leads to the energy conservation Equation 3.26, where W is the energy deposited
into the cell, of a conductivity Q.
∂
∂t
(mE) +
∂
∂Z
(
m
[
E +
p0
ρ0
])
= m
(
W − ∂Q
∂z
)
(3.26)
It is from Equations 3.24 to 3.26 that allows for calculation of velocities and transport
of mass within POLLUX, as the required W for energy absorption into the cell is pre-
calculated in the previous step, either from IB-radiation of the laser or indeed loss of energy
from collisional conductivity during the Spitzer-Harm equilibration. However these equations
can only determine how fast each cell of density is travelling, yet there is nothing intrinsic
within these equations that allows for computation of how to move variables from said unit
cells into the appropriate neighbour.
In order to do this, alongside the hydrodynamic model described above, the Flux Cor-
rected Transport (FCT) model of Boris and Book [150] is used for mathematically han-
dling variables. This has a rich description in literature and has been utilised within many
codes [151, 152], however the salient points will be described here. Essentially the FCT
method is a technique for solving any standard diffusion equation, such as the one shown
in Equation 3.27, where many parameters such as position, X, density, ρ, etc. evolve over
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time. The FCT takes the approach similar to that of performing a Taylor expansion of this
equation, yet when doing so there is no mathematical guarantee that the latter terms in the
expansion could converge to zero, introducing errors.
∂ρ
∂t
+ v · ∇ρ = −ρ∇ · v + s(X, ρ, etc...) (3.27)
Therefore, an additional set of assumptions is made within the FCT model, which can
easily be argued to be physically true for the conditions within this work. First there must
be no non-positive values (i.e. there can be no negative or zero value masses), although
this does limit POLLUX from not being able to simulate a vacuum. Secondly the transport
between cells is monotonic (i.e. cannot have the gradient change order). As mentioned there
are many different applications of the FCT model, yet specifically used here is the SHASTA
algorithm, (or SHarp And Smooth Transport Algorithm) which comprises of two phases,
namely the transport and the anti-diffusion phases. The initial transport phase is as shown
in Equation 3.28, which is a highly diffusive assumption on the above dispersion Equation
3.27, where the left hand term is the transport term, and the right hand term in the bracket
is assumed to encompass all errors in the expansion of the equation.
ρ˜j(t+δt) = ρj(t)+δtρ˙j(t+
δt
2
)+
{
νj+(1/2)
[
ρj+1(t)−ρj(t)
]−νj−(1/2)[ρj(t)−ρj−1(t)]} (3.28)
In order to then remove this diffusive error term, an assumption of the fluxes is then
created, as shown in Equation 3.29, with Φ being the flux into the next cell, and ν the mass
in said cells velocity, with this being calculated from the above hydrodynamics equations.
Φ˜j+(1/2) = νj+(1/2)
[
ρ˜j+1(t+ δt)− ρ˜j(t+ δt)
]
(3.29)
Using these fluxes in order to eliminate the diffusion term in Equation 3.29), we are left
with the final equation from the FCT used within POLLUX in order to transport mass, and
is shown within equation 3.30.
ρj(t+ δt) = ρ˜j(t+ δt)− Φj+(1/2) + Φj−(1/2) (3.30)
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3.4.6 Energy transport and the ICCG method
Energy is advanced within POLLUX by a combination of two different means; Initially
after any energy absorption from the laser, or change in equilibrium temperature from colli-
sions as done by the Spitzer-Harm calculation, the TF model is then used to determine how
much this increase or loss in energy will affect the magnitude of the volume within the TF
model. This change in volume is then compared to the set volume of each cell, and appropri-
ate energy outside of this set volume transported into the corresponding surrounding cells,
and described as a vector form within the z and the r directions. However in order to achieve
full accuracy the Incomplete Cholesky-Conjugate Gradient (ICCG) method is also utilised;
this technique uses the assumption that any matrix, M, can be described as a combination
of its lower triangular matrix, and this sub matrices transpose, as shown in Equation 3.31.
M = LLT (3.31)
However for the ICCG to be valid, it is assumed that M must be a positive-definite matrix,
i.e. all diagonal cells are non-zero. Then if attempting to solve the basic vector multiplication
as shown in Equation 3.32:
Mx = y (3.32)
it can instead be stated as:
[L−1M(LT )−1](LTx) = (L−1)y (3.33)
The benefit for doing this is two fold; firstly if one was to solve 3.32 without knowing either
vector x or y, as is sometimes required when solving a system of linear equations, then 3.33
can be solved for either vector via an iterative means from a series of equations, outlined in
Equation 3.34.
ai = (ri, (LL
T )−1ri)/(pi,Mpi)
bi = (ri+1, (LL
T )−1r(i+ 1)/(ri, (LLT )−1ri)
r(i+1) = ri − aiMpi
p(i+1) = (LL
T )−1r(i+1) + bipi
x(i+1) = xi + aipi
(3.34)
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The second benefit can also be tied to this iterative process, as if this definite-positive
assumption holds true, then the ICCG method has shown to be a very rapid method of
computing Equation 3.32 with an unknown vector, both via direct calculation and iterative
means; This is shown in Figure 3.21 where the ICCG was initially applied to the laser fusion
code LASNEX on two different forms of equations whilst being compared to other codes of a
similar nature. This clearly shows the benefits as to using the ICCG in such a condition, as
for an Eulerian condition, such as within POLLUX, this method converged many hundreds
of iterations quicker than the other techniques.
Figure 3.21: Comparison of the ICCG compared to other methods when applied to LASNEX,
showing the convergence of parameters within the code against number of iterations; Left:
Eulerian set of equations. Right: A laplacian set of equations [153]
How the ICCG is explicitly utilised alongside the TF model is a compliment to it;
as stated the initial calculations of the changes in potential volume required for the TF is
done via different means, yet this is then passed into the ICCG algorithm. This is initially
solved via the TF model, however then the ICCG is used in an iterative means, until further
conversion is reached.
3.4.7 Outputs from POLLUX
Data that is generated from POLLUX is outlined in Table 3.5. Each of these parameters
are provided for each cell within the Eulerian mesh, at each iteration of the simulation, and
therefore some high resolution meshes can become quite large and memory intensive. Due
to this, it is possible within POLLUX to define which timings are desired for analysis. For
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Table 3.5: Parameters outputted from POLLUX and associated units.
Parameter Units
Axial position cm
Radial position cm
Mass density g cm−3
Axial velocity cm s−1
Radial velocity cm s−1
Ion temperature eV
Electron temperature eV
Average ionisation state 1 = neutral, 2 = 1+, 3 = 2+ etc.
example, each nanosecond if the expansion over time is desired, or instead just the final
iteration if this is not of importance for the application. These outputs are stored in files
that can be imported into other codes or data handling packages; here further analysis of
outputs was performed within Matlab, due to its speed and efficiency of handling large
datasets, and with some open source packages that proved useful for visualisation.
3.5 Hybrid plasma equipment model
In order to simulate the RF ICP used to generate the reactive background in PE-PLD,
and specifically explore the nature of gas temperature within the system, the Hybrid Plasma
Equipment Model (HPEM), written by Prof. M. Kushner [154] was utilised. As its name
suggests, HPEM utilises a hybrid approach to plasma modelling, treating various species
within the plasma by different means. However, as HPEM is a much more recent code when
compared to POLLUX, a much more rigorous description of each module can be found within
literature [154], and therefore, here only key concepts relevant to this work will be discussed;
also as the specific use of this code used here has been adapted from the work of Gibson et
al [95], where gas temperature within an O2 RF ICP was explored. However in the work of
Gibson, there was no comparison to experimental data, and conditions utilised are different
to those used here, with a much large reactor geometry, and lower pressures explored, with
a maximum of 5 Pa reported.
3.5.1 Modules
HPEM takes a modular structure, where various processes are handled within separate
modules, allowing for the inclusion or exclusion of desired physics. Here a somewhat sim-
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plistic form of HPEM is used, with only four modules: the electromagnetic module (EMM),
the fluid kinetic Poisson module (FKPM), the electron Monte Carlo Simulation (eMCS),
and the plasma chemistry Monte Carlo module (PCMCM). These are called in a an iterative
manner as described by Figure 3.22, and described below.
Electromagentic module
(EEM)
Electron Monte-Carlo module
(eMCS)
Fluid kinetics Poisson Module
(FKPM)
Plasma chemistry Monte-Carlo module
(PCMCM)
Figure 3.22: Representation of the order in which modules are utilised in HPEM. Dashed
lines refer to pathways being active after the point of convergence.
The EMM is the first module used, and solves Maxwell’s equations in order to determine
electric and magnetic fields generated by the inductive coil, with the current within the
coil adjusted in order to reach the desired power. The FKPM handles all heavy species
separately (e.g. O2, O
+
2 O etc.), solving the continuity, momentum and energy equations,
alongside Poisson’s equation for the electric potential. Electrons are handled by the eMCS,
based upon electric fields from the EMM and electron pseudo-particles (i.e. large particles
assumed to comprise of many constituent electrons), which generates the electron energy
distribution function (EEDF) at all points in the simulation. These are then used as inputs
within the FKPM in the next iteration, with this process repeated until densities of species
converge to a steady state. After this point of convergence the PCMCM is utilised to handle
ion and heavy species interaction with the walls, with pseudo-particles of initial position and
trajectory obtained from the FKPM. Pseudo-particles motions in the PCMCM are integrated
through time and space dependant fields from the FKPM, with information about all species
incident on the wall stored for use in various modules, which is where the focus of the use of
HPEM in this work is found.
One of these wall processes highly relevant to this work is the transfer of heat to the
walls, handled in HPEM by the thermal accommodation coefficient αE . The work of Gibson
et al [95] explicitly highlighted this parameter as heavily influencing both the gas temperature
of the plasma, and the density of various species such as atomic oxygen. αE can be thought
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of as an efficiency of heat transfer to the wall, and classically described, as shown in Equation
3.35.
αE =
Ti − Tr
Ti − Ts (3.35)
Where T is the temperature of incident (i) and reflected (r) plasma species ,and the surface
(s), respectively. This concept is used within HPEM by the model of Lofthouse et al [155],
by helping to define an effective gradient of temperature between the wall and plasma, ∆S,
which is then in turn used to modify the gas temperature Tg, as stated in Equation 3.36.
dTg
dx
=
Tg − Ts
∆S
(3.36)
where:
∆S =
[2− αE
αE
· 2γ
(γ + 1)Pr
λmfp
]
(3.37)
and γ is the ratio of specific heats of species, λmfp the collisional mean free path of species
in the plasma, and Pr the Prandtl number [156]. This in then implemented within HPEM
by defining that the heat flux to the surface must remain constant, and therefore altering
the thermal conductivity κ, of cells next to walls to an effective conductivity, κeff , as shown
in Equation 3.38:
κeff =
κ
1 + ∆S∆x
(3.38)
3.5.2 Mesh
Simulations within HPEM take the form of a mesh, in a somewhat similar manner to
POLLUX as described above, with the mesh used shown in Figure 3.23; this mesh assumes
azimuthal symmetry around the z axis in order to simulate the reactor used within PE-PLD,
with the overall geometry is a square of 11.8 cm in both the z and r direction, comprising of
60 cells in both directions. This geometry is chosen as due to the numerical methods used
to handle surfaces within HPEM, cheifly that many calculations are done on the vertex of
cells, HPEM favours geometries that are as close to square as possible [154]. This mesh has
been adapted from works based upon the chamber used in PE-PLD [1,80].
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ICP Coil
Quartz
Gas outlet
Gas inlet
Grounded metal
Dielectric
Metal
Plasma
region
Dielectric
Figure 3.23: Mesh used for HPEM simulations
3.5.3 Chemistry
The chemistry set used in simulation here comprises of species as outlined in Table
3.6, and all reactions outlined in Table 3.7. This reaction set was compiled from previously
known chemistry sets in the following references [157–159], taking into account dominant
Table 3.6: Species within the chemistry set utilised
Symbol Species
e Electrons
O2(X
3Σ−g ) Ground state molecular oxygen
O2(a
1∆g) 1
st metastable of molecular oxygen
O2(b
1Σ+g ) 2
nd metastable of molecular oxygen
O(3P ) Ground state atomic oxygen
O(1D) Atomic oxygen metastables
O+2 Molecular oxygen positive ions
O+ Atomic oxygen positive ions
O− Atomic oxygen negative ions
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reactions between all charged and neutral species relevant under the low pressure conditions
utilised here. Gas temperature is effected by this chemistry set, by the exothermicity of each
reaction, determined from the enthalpy of formation of each species, and for electron impact
dissociation values are taken from measurements by Cosby et al [160].
Table 3.7: Chemistry set used within HPEM
Reaction Rate coefficienta,b Ref.
e+O2(X
3Σ−g )→ e+O2(X3Σ−g ) f() [161,162]
e+O2(a
1∆g)→ e+O2(a1∆g) f() [163]
e+O2(b
1Σ+g )→ e+O2(b1Σ+g ) f() [163]
e+O(3P )→ e+O(3P ) f() [164]
e+O(1D)→ e+O(1D) f() c
e+O2(X
3Σ−g )→ e+O2(a1∆g) f() [161,162]
e+O2(X
3Σ−g )→ e+O2(b1Σ+g ) f() [161,162]
e+O2(a
1∆g)→ e+O2(b1Σ+g ) f() [165]
e+O2(b
1Σ+g )→ O2(a1∆g) + e f() d
e+O2(a
1∆g)→ O2(X3Σ−g ) + e f() d
e+O2(b
1Σ+g )→ O2(X3Σ−g ) + e f() d
e+O2(X
3Σ−g )→ O+2 + e+ e f() [161,162]
e+O2(a
1∆g)→ O+2 + e+ e f() e
e+O2(b
1Σ+g )→ O+2 + e+ e f() e
e+O2(X
3Σ−g )→ O(3P ) +O− f() [161,162]
e+O2(a
1∆g)→ O(3P ) +O− f() [166]
e+O2(b
1Σ+g )→ O(3P ) +O− f() f
e+O2(X
3Σ−g )→ O(3P ) +O(3P ) + e f() [161,162]
e+O2(a
1∆g)→ O(3P ) +O(3P ) + e f() e
e+O2(b
1Σ+g )→ O(3P ) +O(3P ) + e f() e
e+O2(X
3Σ−g )→ O(3P ) +O(1D) + e f() [161,162]
e+O2(a
1∆g)→ O(3P ) +O(1D) + e f() e
e+O2(b
1Σ+g )→ O(3P ) +O(1D) + e f() e
e+O(3P )→ e+O(1D) f() [167]
e+O(1D)→ e+O(3P ) f() d
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e+O(3P )→ O+ + e+ e f() [167]
e+O(1D)→ O+ + e+ e f() e
e+O− → O(3P ) + e+ e f() [168]
e+O+2 → O(3P ) +O(3P ) 3.72× 10−9T−0.7e [169,170]
e+O+2 → O(3P ) +O(1D) 7.44× 10−9T−0.7e [169,170]
e+O+2 → O(1D) +O(1D) 7.44× 10−9T−0.7e [169,170]
O+2 +O
− → O2(X3Σ−g ) +O(3P ) 2.60× 10−8T−0.440 [171]
O+2 +O
− → O(3P ) +O(3P ) +O(3P ) 2.60× 10−8T−0.440 [171]
O+ +O− → O(3P ) +O(3P ) 4.00× 10−8T−0.430 [171]
O(3P ) +O− → O2(X3Σ−g ) + e 1.50× 10−10T−1.300 [172]
O2(a
1∆g) +O
− → O2(X3Σ−g ) +O(3P ) + e 1.10× 10−10 [173],g
O2(b
1Σ+g ) +O
− → O2(X3Σ−g ) +O(3P ) + e 6.90× 10−10 [174]
O+ +O2(X
3Σ−g )→ O+2 +O(3P ) 2.30× 10−11 [175]
O+ +O2(a
1∆g)→ O+2 +O(3P ) 1.00× 10−11 [175]
O+ +O2(b
1Σ+g )→ O+2 +O(3P ) 1.00× 10−11 h
O+2 +O2(X
3Σ−g )→ O2(X3Σ−g ) +O+2 4.00× 10−10 [176]
O+2 +O2(a
1∆g)→ O2(X3Σ−g ) +O+2 2.00× 10−10 i
O+2 +O2(b
1Σ+g )→ O2(X3Σ−g ) +O+2 2.00× 10−10 i
O(3P ) +O(1D)→ O(3P ) +O(3P ) 8.00× 10−12 [177]
O2(X
3Σ−g ) +O(1D)→ O2(X3Σ−g ) +O(3P ) 0.32× 10−11exp(67/Tg) [178–180]
O2(X
3Σ−g ) +O(1D)→ O2(a1∆g) +O(3P ) 0.32× 10−11exp(67/Tg) [178–180]
O2(X
3Σ−g ) +O(1D)→ O2(b1Σ+g ) +O(3P ) 2.56× 10−11exp(67/Tg) [178–180]
O2(a
1∆g) +O(
3P )→ O2(X3Σ−g ) +O(3P ) 2.00× 10−16 [181,182]
O2(a
1∆g) +O2(X
3Σ−g )→ O2(X3Σ−g ) +O2(X3Σ−g ) 3.60× 10−18exp(220/Tg) [182]
O2(a
1∆g) +O2(a
1)∆g)→ O2(X3Σ−g ) +O2(b1Σ+g ) 1.81× 10−18T 3.80 exp(700/Tg) [183]
O2(b
1Σ+g ) +O(
3P )→ O2(X3Σ−g ) +O(3P )) 8.00× 10−14 [182]
O2(b
1Σ+g ) +O2(X
3Σ−g )→ O2(a1)∆g) +O2(X3Σ−g ) 3.90× 10−17 [182]
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a: Units: rate coefficients in cm3s−1. T0 = Tg/300. Tg in K, Te in eV
b: f() means rate coefficients are determined from the EEDF obtained from the eMCS module.
Electron impact excitation of O2 into rotationally, vibrationally and electronic sates, and of O(
3P ) into
electronically excited states according to known cross sections from [161, 162, 167] is accounted for in
the eMCS to properly simulate electron energy loses.
c: Assumed to be the same as O(3P )
d : Superelastic cross section obtained by detailed balance from the corresponding excitation process.
e: Cross section estimated by shifting and scaling the corresponding cross section for the ground state
by the excitation threshold of the metastable.
f : Cross section estimated by shifting and scaling the corresponding cross section for O2(a
1∆g).
g : In reality occurs through the production of O3, yet this is neglected here for simplicity due to low
pressures.
h: Assumed the same as for the O2(a
1∆g) state.
i : Lower rate assumed for collisions of O+2 with metastable molecules based on observations of from
Ziolkowski et al [175], for the case of O+.
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Chapter 4
Laser ablation of metal and metal
oxide targets.
Results in this chapter focus around the first key stage of PE-PLD, being the laser
ablation of the target material. Explicitly this chapter will be based around the use of the code
POLLUX, for means of characterising this event computationally and comparisons between
target materials, with benchmarking the validity of these simulations against experimentally
obtained data.
4.1 Comparison of metals and metal oxides.
As mentioned within Chapter 2, PE-PLD utilises a pure metal target instead of an
oxide target, such as is common within standard PLD. Yet the behaviour and underpinning
physics between the differences in the nanosecond laser ablation of metals and metal-oxides
is not well understood. There is indeed a known difference in behaviour, assumed to arise
from properties of each material being quite different, such as oxides having large melting
temperatures and lower conductivities, however this has not been described in detail. Instead
the differences are attempted to be mitigated experimentally, via some deal of trial and error,
which such techniques as carefully tuned environments, and target or substrate heating to
reduce particulates formation [9, 10]. There has been some relevant work analysing the
ablation of oxide targets such as Al2O3 and MgO in the works of Ihlemann et al [184], and
Hoon Kim et al [185]. But these were not compared to their metal counterparts, as the area
of research was the effect of laser pulse length on ablation for means of micro-machining.
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Table 4.1: Constructed tabular Chart-D EoS for Zn, ZnO, Cu, and Cu2O
Chart-D
Variable
Zinc, Zn Zinc Oxide,
ZnO
Copper, Cu Copper Ox-
ide, Cu2O
Density (g
cm−3)
7.14 [187] 5.61 [188] 8.94 [189] 6.31 [188]
Bulk Modulus
(Barye)
7x10x1011 [190] 1.583x1012 [3] 1.3x10712 [190] 1.037x1012
[188]
Gruneisen coef-
ficient
1.93 [191] 2.615 [190,192] 2.02 [191] 1.16 [188,193]
Debye Temper-
ature (eV)
4.396x10−2
[191]
3.792x10−2
[187]
5.025x10−2
[191]
1.56x10−2 [194]
Sublimation
enthalpy (ergs
g−1)
1.986x1010
[195]
4.728x1010
[189]
5.3x1010 [196] 5.944x1010
[197]
Melting tem-
perature (eV)
5.97x10−2 [190] 1.937x10−1
[191]
1.17x10−1 [191] 1.378x10−1
[191]
Thermal con-
ductivity
coefficient (ergs
cm−1 eV−1)
1.345x1011
[191]
2.436x109 [187] 4.65x1011 [191] 3.983x1011
[198]
Here this behaviour has been explored in detail via the use of the code POLLUX, as
described in Section 3.4, which in the past has shown good experimental comparison for
electron density within a generated plasma plume during the ablation of Mg by a ns pulse
length laser in the work of Qaisar et al [186]. However, POLLUX has yet to be utilised
for the modelling of a compound target, with all reported work solely based around targets
comprising of a single element. It is possible, however, to model a compound material
target within POLLUX, given an understanding of two modules and some key assumptions.
Firstly the tabular form of the Chart-D EoS, in principle, can simulate any material given
that various parameters are known, which for Zn, Cu, and their oxides, have been compiled
from literature and shown within Table 4.1.
However, one key assumption made within the EoS is that there is no way to model
different types of atoms within the target, say the way a molecular dynamics code would,
and instead the fluid modelled has to be assumed to comprise of a singular type of ”atom”
with properties corresponding to the EoS. Therefore, effects such as different bond strengths
between different types of atoms, and how the different masses of atoms will affect their
kinetic energy and velocity cannot be considered. Secondly, the TF model has been utilised
with slight modifications based upon this assumption, being that the TF model is calculated
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for both types of atom within the fluid based on their known chemical potentials, then a
weighted average calculated based upon the ratio of atoms within the compound; e.g. for
Cu2O the TF model is solved for Cu and O, then a 2:1 weighted resulted between the two
is determined to represent a Cu2O “atom”. The parameters of the laser used, in order to
match that in PE-PLD were: 532 nm wavelength, 35 mJ energy per pulse, 5 ns pulse width,
focal spot of 1 mm diameter.
It terms of characterising the nature between these materials for means of film deposi-
tions in PE-PLD, two key parameters are investigated. Firstly, the mass ablated from the
target per laser pulse, as the amount of ablated material directly corresponds to the depo-
sition rate of the film; an important factor for the technique’s competitiveness in industry.
Secondly, the ablated material’s temperature, which has been shown to affect the film quality
as it relates to the atom’s ability to successfully diffuse into lattice sites. Especially in the
case of metal-oxide deposits where it has been shown in the work of Blackwell et al [199] via
molecular dynamic modelling of ZnO depositions from PECVD conditions, that O and Zn
atoms require approximately 0.1 and between 0.2 to 0.44eV respectively for diffusion onto
a lattice site to form a crystalline film. Temperatures greater than this damaged the film,
and temperatures lower than this resulted in amorphous films. Also of interest in said work
is that it was shown for these ZnO films that post annealing made very little affect on the
lattice structure, and the deposition conditions were the dominating factors.
4.1.1 Experimental masses
Ablated masses are obtained from experiment by analysing the craters produced on the
target after ablation. Experiments were set up in order to replicate conditions in POLLUX
as closely as possible, most importantly the fact that POLLUX cannot model a vacuum and
instead uses an inert background of a set pressure; in experiments this pressure is set to 20
Pa. Plus, due to simulations having no chemical reactions between the ablated material and
the background, the gas used during the ablation of craters was argon. This also has the
benefit of not having any chemical interactions with the target which could affect the craters
formation. As POLLUX can only model a single laser ”shot”, whereas experimentally a single
shot created practically no visible crater (at least not one that can be reliably measured),
multiple shots were used to ablate a larger volume. From this the ablated mass from a
single shot was determined from the appropriate fraction of the total volume, and the known
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density of the target. Volumes of each crater were measured by a Filmetrics Ltd. [200]
Profilm 3D White Light Profilometery tool, which is able to create a 3-D map of the crater
with a depth resolution of 0.05 µm. Other techniques such as Atomic Force Microscopy can
result in higher depth resolution, however these techniques are limited to very small areas,
not suitable for the 1 mm diameter craters produced here.
A histogram is created corresponding to the height profile of the crater, with the ablated
volume determined from the area of this histogram, with any material above the crater
discarded with this highlighted on the plots in dark red. Interesting physics can also be
learnt from the structure of the crater itself, therefore Figures 4.1 & 4.2 shows both the
crater and the associated histogram for each material. Line profiles of cross sections from
each crater can also be seen in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.1: Cu (left) and Cu2O (right) craters after approximately 6000 laser shots, and
associated histograms of hight profiles.
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Figure 4.2: Zn (left) and ZnO (right) craters after approximately 6000 laser shots, and
associated histograms of hight profiles.
The first clear difference seen in Figures 4.1 & 4.2 between the metals and oxides is
the structure of the crater, with both metal Zn and Cu targets showing a rippling effect,
whereas both Cu2O and ZnO targets are smoother, which is also visible within Figure 4.3.
The rippling effect is a result of the long pulse length of the laser, as when the pulse length of
the laser is longer than the interaction time of phonon’s within the material (10−10 to 10−12
seconds), then classical phase change transitions occur within the target. This involves
the melting of target material into a liquid which is then evaporated by the laser into a
gas. Once the laser is no longer incident on the target and no further energy is imparted
into the material, it is able to cool and re-solidify into this ripple pattern, an affect seen
previously during the exploration of different pulse length lasers on metal targets [184].
However although one would think that this would also occur within the oxides due to being
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Figure 4.3: Line profiles of craters after laser ablation. Top left: Cu, Top Right: Cu2O.
Bottom Left: Zn. Bottom right: ZnO. Numbers in legend correspond to lines on craters as
seen in Figs. 4.1 & 4.2
exposed to identical laser conditions, the underlying properties of the target material itself
are very different; when looking at all of the relevant properties of the material, see the
EoS table created for use in POLLUX (Table 4.1), various thermodynamic properties of the
oxides important for classical phase changes are significantly different for the metals, such
as the much higher melting point and lower thermal conductivities.
It is in fact that these targets are a compound of various elements which needs to be
considered, as unlike the pure metal where one can assume the target will behave homo-
geneously, the compound targets cannot behave in the same ways due to various different
internal properties within the material due to two key aspects. Firstly the different bond
strengths between the metals atoms and oxygen atoms , i.e. Cu−Cu, Cu−O, Zn−Zn and
Zn−O, are quite different with both metal-metal bonds being quite weaker than the metal-
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Table 4.2: Physical size of each ablated creater for metal and metal oxide tragets
Target Void volume (mm3) Number of shots
Copper
2.6407×10−2 5992
2.8433×10−2 6018
2.6832×10−2 6018
2.8441×10−2 6024
Copper Oxide
0.30651 6037
0.30842 6354
0.2955 6028
0.31121 6052
Zinc
5.9766×10−2 6020
6.715×10−2 6043
6.1694×10−2 6070
Zinc Oxide
0.4553 6203
0.42887 6045
0.41707 6034
0.4411 6040
oxygen bonds [201]. One also needs to consider that the metal atoms are approximately
4 times heavier than the oxygen atoms, meaning that, although bonds between metals are
easier to break within the target, oxygen atoms require far less energy to ablate from the
surface.
This process of phase change is referred to as decomposition, an effect that can occur
within compound materials when heated to their melting temperature. When this temper-
ature is reached bonds begin to break within the target, with lighter elements (e.g. oxygen)
effectively sublimating from the target, and accelerated easier than the metals due to their
lighter mass. This leaves behind a target solely of heavier atoms (e.g. Cu, Zn), which either
are ejected from their lattice sites via sublimation, due to the many broken bonds within
their lattice, or to either melt and undergo classical phase changes if there are sufficient
bonds between these heavier atoms [4, 63]. This volatile nature of oxygen and resulting de-
composition within the film corresponds to the deeper craters observed, and can also explain
the films created by S. Rajendrian who deposited films from the ablation of a copper oxide
target [2]; These films were observed to be amorphous, and consisting of large grains of very
inconstant sizes, implying that the target ablation was a much more irregular process.
However so far only the structure of the craters has been commented on. When looking
at the histograms in Figures 4.1 & 4.2, and the associated volumes and masses in Tables
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4.2 & 4.3, it can be seen that the ablated masses are larger for the oxides. Copper oxide
ablates 7.6 times as much as pure copper, and zinc oxide 5.4 times as much as pure zinc,
due to these metal-oxide target decomposing, an affect that overall requires less energy to
be imparted from the laser and, therefore, allowing for a greater mass to be ablated. This
affect is quantified with POLLUX in the following section. To note, each crater was ablated
for 10 minutes, corresponding to roughly 6000 shots due to the 10 Hz rep. rate of the laser.
Calculated masses per shot were determined from the crater volume, appropriate density of
the material, and number of shots, with the uncertainty quoted being the standard deviation
from the average of three or four craters. These masses and observed trends are what will
be used to compare to POLLUX simulations in the following section.
Table 4.3: Calculated ablated mass per each laser shot, of each metal and metal-oxide target.
Target Mass ablated per shot (kg) Error
Copper 4.10×10−11 0.2×10−11
Copper Oxide 3.15×10−10 0.1×10−10
Zinc 7.43×10−11 0.4×10−11
Zinc Oxide 4.02×10−10 0.1×10−10
4.1.2 Masses from POLLUX, and comparison to experiment
Ablated masses are determined from POLLUX simulations by the following means; first
the material that has been ablated into the gas phase and will successfully travel away from
the target (see Section 2.3) has been determined by the Knudsen velocity, uk, Equation 2.10.
An example for a Zn target is described here; The temperature of material close to the target
was determined from POLLUX to have a mean value of 5.01 eV, and the surface energy of
0.065 J m−2 was taken from Billow et al [202]. This results in a uk of 6.9 ×104 ms−1, and
therefore any material with an axial velocity less than this value was discounted from the
analysis; this resulted in an ablated plume as shown in see Figure 4.4. Then the density of
any material within cells with sufficient velocity was used to determine the ablated mass,
as each cell had a known corresponding area as this was pre-set within the simulation, and
by its known radius from the axis of symmetry. To note, Figure 4.5 shows the determined
ablated mass when using a cut-off position at varying axial velocities compared against the
mean velocity at each cut-off point. It can be seen at the point where the mean velocity
equals this determined uk there is a discontinuity in velocity, and a steep change in mass,
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Figure 4.4: Top: Axial velocity of Zn plume within POLLUX after 20 ns. Bottom: All
velocities under uk discounted.
thus showing a match between this calculated Knudsen velocity, and material entering the
gas phase.
This has been performed for all four target materials, and additionally for various phase
change assumptions, as was discussed in the previous section that it was seen experimen-
tally the behaviour of oxides was different under nanosecond laser ablation than the metals.
Therefore two different assumptions have been tested from Table 3.4, being the “full treat-
ment” model, i.e. solid material melts to a liquid which then can evaporate, and the gaseous
target model, which has been used based upon the nature of the oxides as discussed above.
Masses for each case can be seen in Figure 4.6.
The first observation to discuss from Figure 4.6 is that for the case of the full treatment
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Figure 4.5: Ablated mass as a function of distance from target surface, alongside mean axial
velocity, for a Zn target after 20 ns. Solid grey line corresponds to target surface, and dashed
red line calculated Knudsen velocity.
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Figure 4.6: Determined ablated masses from POLLUX for all for target materials, and mass
from experimental craters.
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model when used for the metallic targets (Zn, Cu), that the masses from POLLUX match
closely to those from experiment, with Zn and Cu matching within 35% and 22% respectively.
But when comparing this trend to the full treatment model when used for the oxides, there
is a difference of 300% for ZnO, and 120% for Cu2O. Yet, when using the gaseous target
model for the oxide targets, the determined masses match strongly, with ZnO matching by
19%, and Cu2O within 17%. This shows that POLLUX can accurately predict the behaviour
of both metals and metal oxides under nanosecond laser ablation, as when using the phase
changes that make the physical behaviour for target ablation (i.e. full treatment for metals
and gaseous for oxides), the masses match experiment to a degree of a reduced order of
magnitude, relative to the incorrect assumptions (i.e. gaseous metals and full treatment
oxides).
This slight disparity in masses could be considered to arise from assumptions in the
laser energy for two key reasons. First in POLLUX it is assumed the laser is incident at an
angle normal to the target, whereas in experiment this is not the case and there is a 45o
angle offset. Thus causing the intensity of the laser across the spot-size to not be evenly
distributed as it is in simulation. Also in experiment it was observed that not only the target,
but also the target holder, heated up during ablation, meaning some laser energy has been
lost. This factor is not considered within POLLUX which has no consideration of heat loss
to surroundings, and all energy is assumed to be either absorbed, or reflected based upon
the critical density of the plasma. This effect can be shown within Figure 4.7, where a laser
of 15% less energy lead to a closer match to experiment for the ablated Zn plume, matching
to 5%.
It could also be considered that the approximation of the Knudsen layer is incorrect in
this case, however Figure 4.8 shows the rough approximation for the Knudsen layer for the
case of Zn shown above (Figure 4.5), but with an additional mark for where the Knudsen
layer must approximately be to match the experimental mass. It can be seen that for the
Knudsen layer to result in an ablated mass that matches experiment, then the majority of
the plume must be discounted, and therefore this is highly unlikely to be the main source of
the difference to the experimental results.
Further insight into oxide ablation can be gained, when a direct sublimation of a solid
to a gas of oxide targets is considered. This is shown in Figure 4.9, where it can be clearly
seen that no observable plume is created the oxide target. This results from the fact that
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Figure 4.7: Ablated mass of Zn at 20 ns for a laser of 15% less energy per pulse. Grey line
is target surface, dashed red line is calculated Knudsen velocity.
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Figure 4.8: Ablated mass for Zn at 20 ns as a function of cut off distance. Grey line is target
surface, dashed red line is calculated Knudsen velocity, dashed blue is is Knudsen velocity
required for mass to match experiment.
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even though the target is heated, the energy required for direct sublimation as determined
by the Clausius-Clapeyron relation (Figure 3.20) is too high. The proper treatment of
decomposition is not handled within POLLUX, due to limitations in the lack of treatment
of atomic bonding within the target. Therefore, when considering the gaseous target model,
which can be argued to be closest to the nature of decomposition of oxide targets due to the
nature of oxygen within the film, but without any modelling of atomic bonding, that the
experimental masses matched closely to that from the gaseous target model.
Figure 4.9: Ablated plumes, or indeed lack there of, from Cu2O (left) and ZnO (right) targets
after 20 ns, when using pure sublimation assumptions
The amount of energy utilised from such phase changes within the target can also be
determined by POLLUX, from the treatment of metallic targets (Zn, Cu) by the gaseous
model, which are also shown in Figure 4.6. Comparing the internal thermal energy, Q, of the
material determined for each different assumption made on the phase change of the target.
Q is given by Equation 4.1, where m is the ablated mass, kb is the Boltzmann constant,
and T the mean temperature of the ablated plume, determined from POLLUX. This is also
compared to the kinetic energy of ablated material, given by 1/2 ·mv2. These energies are
shown in Table 4.4, where the energies determined are shown both in terms of Joules, and
the total percentage of the applied laser energy, 35 mJ.
Q = mkT (4.1)
Table 4.4 shows that the internal thermal energies of the plume in each case are minimal
when compared to the laser energy, yet for the gaseous target it is larger by an order of
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Table 4.4: Internal thermal and kinetic of Zn and Cu plumes for different phase change
assumptions.
Material Thermal en-
ergy (mJ)
Thermal en-
ergy (% of
laser)
Kinetic en-
ergy (mJ)
Kinetic en-
ergy (% of
laser)
Zn (full treat-
ment)
1.14×10−4 3×10−4 2.35 6.9
Zn (gaseous
target)
1.81×10−3 5×10−3 26.9 77
Cu (full treat-
ment)
3.58×10−4 9×10−4 2.45 7
Cu (gaseous
target)
2.21×10−3 6×10−3 29.8 86
magnitude. A great affect is seen in the kinetic energies, where approximately 7% of the laser
energy has been converted to kinetic energy, whereas for the oxides it is an approximately
80%. This comes as a result of less energy being required in the gaseous targets for the
target to begin expanding, as there is no energy expended in the phase change of the target;
whereas it is clearly apparent for the metal targets that at least 50% of the laser energy is
expended in this process. This again highlights the importance of understanding the phase
changes that occur within targets during ablation conditions such as these, for applications
in processes such as PE-PLD.
To conclude on the topic of ablated masses, POLLUX has successfully used in the mod-
elling of ablation of both metal and metal oxide targets in two key aspects. One is the
absolute values of masses of ablated material that can be obtained from POLLUX, yet also
from the trends observed between different target materials, and how these can be modelled
via understanding of the important phase changes that underpin the targets ablation; with
metallic targets undergoing melting and evaporation, and oxide targets undergoing a decom-
position, which although not able to be modelled within POLLUX, matches closely to an
assumption of a gaseous target that undergoes no changes, similar to how oxygen behaves
within the lattice.
4.2 Plume electron temperatures
Experimental measurements of electron temperatures within the laser ablated plasma
used within PE-PLD, obtained by laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS), have been
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Figure 4.10: Measured electron temperatures within an ablated Cu copper plume under
PE-PLD relevant conditions [2].
reported in the thesis of S Rajendiran, and shown in Figure (4.10) [2]; temporally resolved
optical spectroscopy of the produced plume showed the observed electron temperature of
the plume at approximately 50 ns to be 1.5 eV, which decreases to 0.5 eV after 1 µs, at
which point it is fairly level. Electron temperatures from POLLUX simulations matching
these conditions have been investigated, with Figure 4.11 showing the electron temperature
of the plume 50 and 100 ns after ablation. The initial observation from these figures is that
the temperature of the plume is much hotter (up to an order of magnitude) at the leading
front, with a cooler bulk of the plume. In order to compare directly to the experiment, which
although it was very well temporally resolved, performed spatially integrated measurements,
and therefore a simple average of the entire plume is taken without weighting to any volume
or species density; results of which shown in Figure 4.12.
Figure 4.12 shows a comparison between simulation and experiment at 50 ns, with an
reasonable agreement overall; with the trend reproduced and the absolute values matching
within 30%. One issue worth investigating however is the thin, hot region at the leading
edge of the plume. With the main question being is if this is physical or an artefact of the
code resulting from any models utilised.
Temperatures in POLLUX are calculated by the TF model (see Section 3.4.6), where
plume volume and the electric field determined from the degree of ionisation of the material.
So corresponding degrees of ionisation of the plume can be seen in Figure 4.13, where it is
seen that the more highly ionised material is in the front, leading edge of the plume; an
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expected behaviour due to this material having absorbed more energy from the plasma and
therefore has a higher thermal velocity as well as charge state [9]. But most importantly there
is no clear higher region of ionisation matching that of the electron temperature observed as
in Figure 4.11.
So if this leading hot edge does not intrinsically come from the TF model, then the only
models that handle temperature and energy with POLLUX are the Spitzer-Harm model for
LTE, and the ICCG method of handling energy transport. Firstly to ensure the Spitzer-
Harm model is valid, the plasma must indeed be in LTE, which can be assumed from the
McWirther criterion, as shown in Figure 4.14. This figure shows the electron density from
POLLUX determined from the charge state and mass density, alongside the McWirther
criterion (Equation 2.15), obtained using the electron temperature in K, and the difference
in energy levels of Cu obtained from NIST [203]. It can be seen, even within the leading
super hot front, that the plumes electron density is orders of magnitudes greater than the
McWirther criterion. Thus the plume should certainly be in LTE and the Spitzer-Harm
model valid, meaning this deviation in temperatures must come as a result of another effect.
In fact if one is to compare the profile of electron temperatures and densities, i.e. Figures
4.11 and 4.14, there is a clear difference in distribution and profiles of these parameters.
Temperatures seem to behave as if a shock front, whereas densities have a more diffuse
profile, and this is where the source of these lower temperatures arise. It is well known from
high power laser plasma physics for ICF and astrophysical purposes, that shocks such as
what is being observed here always correspond to not only a spike in temperature, yet also
Figure 4.11: Electron temperatures of ablated plume after left: 50 ns. Right: 100 ns.
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Figure 4.12: Mean electron temperatures obtained from POLLUX and experiment between
50 and 100 ns.
Figure 4.13: Average ionisation state of an ablated plume of Cu at two time times after
ablation. Left: 50 ns. Right: 100 ns.
an increase in density as energy transports through the material [204]; This implies this shock
front style spike in temperature is a mathematical artefact within the code. It is perhaps
worth noting now that although POLLUX is a well used and referenced code, all literature
based on POLLUX is for the use of exploration of densities, and although temperature effects
have been area of interest it has always been either the temperature at the target surface,
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Figure 4.14: Calculated McWirther criterion (left) and electron density (right) for ablation
of Cu after 50 ns
or after extremely short times after the ablation event such as in the works of Qaisar [186]
and Rossall [205].
In terms of where this “shock front” of temperatures arises from, this is due to the
handling of material by to the FCT and ICCG models utilised by POLLUX. Although the
use of these models result in rapid speed of simulation, they are indeed limited, this being
that as there is no explicit method of defining what is plume material and background. So
when material is transported from one cell to another, all neighbouring cells are treated
equally. Therefore background material will be used in various calculations, such as the
determination of temperatures during the TF and Spitzer-Harm models. So seeing as this
dense plume is made to equilibrate with this less dense background, there will be a sharp
decrease in collisionality, and therefore increase in temperature. This leads to this artificial
temperature spike at the plume edge, whereas temperatures within the plume have a more
diffuse profile, matching that of the densities. So some form of model would be needed
to be applied to the plume expansion, or some method of defining which cells are to be
considered in each iteration, for a full and rigorous treatment of plume expansion over many
nanoseconds.
Thus one needs to look into how a plume expands and travels over such time periods,
which is in itself a highly complex area of physics and still an active area of research. This
topic is perhaps best summarised in the work of Bogaerts et al [206], which presents a review
of many different models that are used in past years and the complexity of this area due
to the sheer number of considerations and assumptions. These include, but indeed are not
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limited to, how hydrodynamic flow is handled, if the system is adiabatic, or if anything is
lost to the environment, and if so which parameters are to be conserved. Many models in
literature have rigorous treatments using various assumptions, however these assumptions
limit them to precise conditions such as early or late time-steps, or specific background pres-
sures. POLLUX lacks such a rigorous model for plume expansion, with the only equations
for fluid motion are those as outlined in Equation 3.24, and the only form of collisionality
handled by the Spitzer-Harm model.
However this is not to say the results are not valid under certain conditions, as it can
be seen that the ablated mass in Figure 4.6 match in trend, and are close in magnitude to
experiment, and temperatures in early timesteps in Figure 4.12 are a match within error.
Therefore the argument can be made that POLLUX has much more rigorous handling of
phase changes and target conditions, and is well suited for characterising material directly
after ablation , a concept that is further explored in the next section.
4.3 Silicon ablation in a vacuum
In an addition to the works with metals and metal oxides, POLLUX has been used in
collaboration with Dr Hao Liu and Prof. Mike Ashfold of the Univeristy of Bristol. With
results presented here, alongside others, recently being accepted to the Journal of Applied
Physics [207]. The goal of these simulations were to characterise the laser ablation of a pure
silicon, Si, target by both 532 and 1064 nm lasers within a vacuum, where highly spatially
and temporally resolved spectroscopy was used to observe the ablated plume. Within this
work I performed modelling and analysis of the laser ablation of Si with POLLUX, then used
in further modelling and experiments by the collaborators listed above.
Table 4.5: Constructed tabular Chart-D EoS for Si
Chart-D EoS Variable Value
Density (g cm−3) 2.32 [189]
Bulk Modulus (Barye) 9.76×1011 [189]
Gruneisen coefficient 0.455 [189,208]
Debye Temperature (eV) 5.966×10−2 [208]
Sublimation enthalpy (ergs g−1) 1.705×1011 [208]
Melting temperature (eV) 1.455×10−1 [208]
Thermal conductivity coefficient (ergs cm−1
eV−1)
8.355×1010 [191]
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The constructed EoS is shown in Table 4.5, and the laser conditions are as follows; both
532 and 1064 nm wavelengths were modelled, both with a pulse length of 18 ns, pulse energy
of 80 mJ, and focal radius of 0.1 mm. However, as stated before, POLLUX cannot simulate
a pure vacuum due to limitations set on the code by the FCT model (i.e. no cell can be void,
see section 3.4). Therefore the initial tests performed were to reduce the background pressure
by sequential values, and exploring the affects this had on the plume growth; this was done
in order to determine the lowest possible background pressure that could be utilised within
POLLUX, whilst avoiding numerical issues within the simulation. The parameter that was
used in order to determine this lower limit was the electron and ion temperatures (Te & Ti
respectively), as POLLUX is only reliable when modelling LTE, any deviation in these would
mean that the simulations would not be physical. Figure 4.15 shows these temperatures at
various pressures.
It can clearly be seen from in Figure 4.15 that the plumes do exhibit LTE, in all cases
with matching Ti and Te, yet a different affect is observed. Similar to the results with the
metal and oxide work presented above, there is a leading hotter edge to the plume, yet the
effect is dramatically different at the lower pressures. Higher pressures such as 100 & 10 Pa
still have this leading edge, yet are not that different in magnitude, spiking at around 25
eV, although the shape is much more pronounced for 10 Pa. However when dropping by a
further order of magnitude to 1 Pa then these temperatures increase by approx 50 eV, and
at even lower pressures a significant change in profile is observed. This gives further evidence
to the argument put forward with the previous section, being that plume expansion is not
handled with explicit detail in POLLUX.
However unlike the Cu spectroscopy, the only measurements in this experiment to
compare to were after much longer time steps, with the shortest being at 80 ns, far after
any assumption within POLLUX can be trusted. Therefore these outputs from POLLUX
have been used in an additional model, being the model of adiabatic plume expansion from
Stapleton et al [42], see Section 2.3. This model requires as an input the total mass, internal
energy, and velocity of the ablated plume, all of which can be obtained from POLLUX. So
the expansion of a plume within POLLUX was explored over time in detail, with the results
showing the electron temperatures shown in Figure 4.16, within a background pressure of 20
Pa.
Within times during the pulse in Figure 4.16, it can be seen that the plume begins to
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Figure 4.15: Te and Ti in an ablated Si plume, in pressures from 100 to 0.1 Pa, after 20 ns.
expand and continues to heat up, then after the laser is no longer incident, begins to cool
and expand due to the initial velocity of the plume and internal collision, however after
approximately 25 ns the hot leading edge artefact beings to appear. This effect is seen at
roughly this time-step as this is significantly after the laser stops heating the plasma, so
100
Figure 4.16: Evolution of Te in an ablated Si plume over time, in a pressure of 20 Pa.
all dynamics are not influenced by an external source. Also, the plume starts to significant
expand in size from this point forward, meaning there is a larger area at the leading edge
of the plume to be exposed to the background material, resulting in this artificial plume-
background interaction occurring.
So data from these POLLUX simulations at 20 ns, close to the end of the laser pulse,
were used as inputs for the aforementioned model of Stapleton; As this process was performed
by Dr. E. Wagenaars therefore details are shown within Appendix A, however yet some key
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concepts will be discussed here. The model of Stapleton uses assumptions on the profile of
density and temperature, as an input to the adiabtic expansion which is then a self consistent
model. Exact profiles are dependant on the assumptions being made, with isothermal models
assuming a constant temperature and half-Gaussian density profile, and isentropic models
assuming an elliptical distribution of temperature and density.
It is clearly apparent from POLLUX simulations, that profiles of density and tempera-
ture within the observed plumes are neither half-Gaussian, elliptical, or constant in nature.
In fact these assumptions used within the Stapleton model are effectively used in order to
force a fit in the initial conditions observed in their initial work [42]. Therefore, the results
from POLLUX, once allowed to expand adiabatically, do not match to that of the exper-
iments of Hao and Ashfold. In some cases there are some trends that agree, such as the
isothermal approach predicting electron density, and the electron temperatures in the isen-
tropic case; yet there are still some clear disparities, such as temperatures in the isothermal
case.
POLLUX can be argued to model phase changes of targets well, both in terms of ablated
mass and temperatures at early time-steps, as discussed within the previous section. Such
data is not utilised as inputs in the model of Stapleton, or indeed others in literature such
as Singh or Anisimov [41,209]. Therefore these findings highlight the issues and limitations
within the modelling of such processes. My use of POLLUX here within this work has begun
to highlight how complex an area laser ablation of targets can be, as if one is to use a
model to treat the ablation phase and formation of a plume as rigorously as required, then
existing models do not successfully handle the expansion of this material, due to their initial
assumptions being no longer valid.
4.4 Conclusion
Results in this chapter have shown the successful modification of the code POLLUX
for use with a compound target, and from this an exploration of the differences between
metal and metal oxide targets under nanosecond pulse length laser ablation. Simulations
of metallic targets, Zn and Cu, within POLLUX matching that of experimental data, with
ablated masses matching within 35%, compared to that from masses obtained from target
craters. Only a slight deviation is observed which can be described by assumptions used
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when comparing energy of the lasers.
Oxide targets within POLLUX, although again not matching experiment exactly, match
up to experiment closely, within 20%, when using an assumption of a gaseous target, which
can effectively model the decomposition of the targets when heated to high temperatures; a
full treatment of decomposition cannot be made due to lack of modelling of atomic bond-
ing within POLLUX. This clearly shows a matching trend between target materials within
POLLUX, when matched to experiment. Plus a determination of the internal thermal and
kinetic energies of the ablated plume for metallic targets has been performed, showing that
under different phase changes of targets the thermal energy of the plume is slightly different
although minimal. Yet kinetic energies are much higher for both solid targets, and even
higher still in the case of gaseous targets, due to the lack of energy expended to undergo
phase changes. Highlighting the importance of the understanding of the required phase
changes of targets, in applications such as PE-PLD.
POLLUX has also been used as a input to additional models in order to compare to
other experimental results of ablation of Si in a vacuum. Here it has been highlighted how, if
a rigorous model is used to determine the plumes initial conditions, removing the assumptions
made by models accepted within literature, that existing models do not accurately describe
the expansion of the plume. Such key aspects being the initial magnitude and distribution
of plume parameters, such as temperature and density. From the work on the metal and
metal oxides, POLLUX has been shown to match experiment at early time-steps, so it can be
argued that POLLUX provides a much more robust description for these initial conditions
compared to those used in literature. Yet when used alongside further modelling, it is clear
that existing models in literature make assumptions that can be argued to not be valid in
cases.
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Chapter 5
Gas temperature measurements in
a RF, low pressure O2 ICP
This chapter will present comprehensive measurements of gas temperature within the
low pressure O2 RF ICP utilised during PE-PLD, with a comparison between novel and
conventional diagnostics for means of both characterisation of the plasma, as well a means
of benchmarking the validity of each diagnostic under various conditions. Alongside this
further investigation of the ICP’s gas temperatures has been performed via measurements
during pulsed operation, and simulations.
5.1 Calibration of diagnostics
5.1.1 OES calibration
The diagnostics utilised within the chapter have been described previously within Sec-
tion 3.2, and as stated during said description, certain aspects of this apparatus needed to
be calibrated before any measurements of gas temperature could be taken; being the wave-
length (i.e. spectral) calibration, and the intrinsic line broadening of the system. Firstly to
note the settings used on the spectrometer were as follows: a grating of 1199 lines/nm and a
blaze of 500 nm, incident onto a 1024 pixel ICCD, able to view 21.31 nm per spectrum and
therefore a resolution of 0.02 nm per pixel. Calibration has been performed by operating the
ICP at a low pressure (5 Pa) of pure Ar at 500 W, a case close to the deposition conditions
of PE-PLD. Spectral calibration was performed with four well known emission lines of Ar
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Figure 5.1: Top: Observed Ar lines used for wavelength calibration, centred around different
areas of the ICCD. Bottom: Determined shift for each line, as shown top, as compared to
true positions taken from NIST [210].
close to the transition of O2 being investigated, being the 750, 751, 763 and 772 nm lines,
with each of these four lines observed with the spectrometer at various positions across the
ICCD whilst still keeping the desired area of the O2 spectra within the range of view, as
shown in Figure 5.1.
It can be seen that as lines are observed to the left of the ICCD, there is a shift of
approx +0.85 nm shift from the reference position, and when to the far right a shift of
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Figure 5.2: Broadening of signal determined by fitting to Ar 763 nm line, with Gaussian and
Voight fits. Plus, same line observed however with larger slit opening (0.25 µm) and effect
on the left tail.
+0.65 nm. This non-linear spectral calibration is a common effect with such devices [22], yet
unfortunate seeing how the molecular bands of interest span approximately 10 nanometres.
In order to account for this effect all emission of interest was centred as far right as possible,
to minimise the magnitude of the shift.
Broadening of observed lines was calibrated with the closest line of Ar to the O2 tran-
sition of interest (see section 3.2), this being the 763 nm of atomic Ar. For broadening of
such lines there are two forms of broadening to consider, first being the broadening of the
line from experimental equipment which is typically Gaussian in nature, and secondly the
pressure broadening of lines from within the plasma typically Lorentzian in nature [22]. Fits
to this line can be seen in Figure 5.2. Best fits were obtained with a Voight function, which is
a convolution of both effects, implying that both instrumental and gas pressure broadening
are effects important to this system. Final values of the broadening via a Voight function
were 0.047±0.008 and 0.053±0.007 nm for the Gaussian and Lorentzian profiles respectively,
which have been used throughout all fitting of molecular lines. However, worth noting is
that the peak observed was not symmetric, with the left tail being wider than the right side,
which was determined to come from the entrance slit of the spectrometer, as can also be seen
in Figure 5.2, where a larger diffraction slit was used and this left tail become much more
prominent in structure; the slit width used for measurements going forwards was 0.1µm
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Figure 5.3: Example spectra and fit of the O2 molecular band taken at 50 Pa, 300 W. Top:
LabView method. Bottom: PGOPHER method.
Figure 5.3 shows an example fit of an obtained OES spectrum, using both methods of
simulation, when using the above line broadening and wavelength calibration. To note for
O2, two methods of fitting were used due to difficulties in simmulating spectra which arrises
from uncertainties in diatomic molecules (see section 3.2). A good fit can be seen in both
cases, with the PGOPHER method deviating slightly at the highest and lowest wavelegnths,
yet both with a suitable treatment of the gap between the two branches.
Figure 5.4 shows an example spectra of the N2 molecular transition of interest, when
compared to a simulated spectra, again when taking the above wavelength calibration and
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Figure 5.4: Example spectra and fit of the N2 molecular band 50 Pa, 300 W.
broadening effects taken into account. Again, a good fit can be seen, with the higher wave-
length spike matching very well, and the fit of the tail matching well within the noise.
Also to consider is the amount of N2 (and Ar for TDLAS, see next section) to be added
into the system, which was required to be sufficient enough for diagnostic purposes yet not
to interfere with the O2 plasmas dynamics or chemistry. The final amount of each gas used
was 10% of N2 as this was the smallest, stable flow of N2 achievable with the use of the mass
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flow controllers used, and 15% of Ar as lower percentages in some lower pressure cases (e.g.
5 Pa) did not result in a distinguishable absorbance signal; the cause of this is believed to
be Penning ionisation between the Ar metastable and molecular oxygen, Equation 5.1 [122].
5.1.2 Ar TDLAS calibration
Before use of the TDLAS, over-saturation of the photo-diode needed to be avoided.
This was done by using a variety of neutral density, ND, filters of increasing strength, placed
before the laser entered the plasma (see Figure 3.3), and the point at which the saturation
broadening of the signal levelled. This variation can be seen in Figure 5.6, where it can
clearly be seen that at an ND value of approximately 4, that the width of the observed peak
become constant. Therefore for all TDLAS measurements performed on this O2 ICP utilised
an ND filter value of 4.5. An example of an observed TDLAS signal on the oscilloscope,
alongside the determined absorption peak from Equation 3.10 can be seen in Figure 5.7.
Ar∗ +O2 → Ar + 2O (5.1)
In order to investigate if these admixtures would affect the plasma chemistry, in either O2
state of interest, emission of the O2 transition was observed in each case, as shown in Figure
5.5. It can clearly be seen that the Ar admixture did not affect the emission in any case,
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plasma.
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Figure 5.7: Example of observed TDLAS signals with determined fit, at 50 Pa, 600 W.
with only the atomic Ar line at 763 nm observed, and line ratios of the oxygen band not
effected, indicating the gas temperature is the same in each case. Although it is harder to
distinguish in the N2 case as the left band was encompassed by an N2 emission band, it can
be seen that the line ratios between the peaks in the right hand band match that to the case
of the pure O2.
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5.2 Experimental measurements
5.2.1 Pressure and power variations
Gas temperature measurements using all techniques outlined above have been performed
at 5, 10, 20 and 50 Pa, at powers ranging from 100 to 900 W. The results of which can be
seen in Figure 5.8. A thorough discussion on the application of each technique, across all
power and pressures investigated, is presented in the next subsection.
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Figure 5.8: Gas temperature as a function of pressure and power determined by all four
diagnostic techniques. Vertical dashed line corresponds to observed point of E-H transition
of ICP. From top left clockwise: 5, 10, 20, 50 Pa.
It can be seen that the higher pressures reach higher gas temperatures when compared
to lower pressures at the same power, with two regions of roughly linear increase in each case,
with a large jump between the two regions. This sharp jump, occurring at around 100 to 500
W for different pressures corresponds to the transition between E and H mode of operation,
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which was observed experimentally by two means, both shown in Figure 5.9. Firstly as the
matching unit utilised is tuned best for H-mode operation the magnitude of reflected power
dropped dramatically across this transition. Secondly the plasma was visually dramatically
different, with the E-mode showing a more pronounced sheath region around the entire top
electrode, typical of capacitive coupling; whereas the H-mode was a much brighter, confined
region underneath the top electrode typical of inductive coupling.
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Figure 5.9: Matching and optical characteristics across the E-H transition. Top: Reflected
vs applied power. Bottom left: E mode ICP (50 Pa 400 W). Bottom right: H mode ICP (50
Pa 500 W)
In order to understand the trends observed in Figure 5.8 it is important to understand
the mechanisms of heating within the plasma, of which there are two. Firstly there is Ohmic
heating which occurs due to physical collisions between heavy species, and the second effect
comes from the diatomic nature of the gas, and dissociation of the bond between the oxygen
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molecules which releases thermal energy in correspondence with the dissociation enthalpy of
the molecule. Table 3.7 outlines many such processes, including direct dissociation of the
ground state molecule, yet also many forms of excitation of higher energy states that then
dissociate into various ionic and neutral forms of atomic oxygen.
The power absorbed by the plasma through Ohmic heating, PΩ, is given in Equation 5.2,
where σSH is the conductivity of the plasma given by the Spitzer-Harm model in Equation
3.22, and E is the external electric field applied to the plasma [50].
PΩ =
1
σSH
E2 (5.2)
As σSH increases linearly with plasma densities, i.e. higher electron densities leading to a
more conductive plasma, it can be determined that the effect of Ohmic heating is reduced
at these higher density conditions, due to the relation shown in Equation 5.2.
Therefore as the plasma pressure and power is increased as shown in Figure 5.8, it can be
argued that Ohmic heating becomes less effective, leading to lower gas temperatures. Thus
the observed increasing trend indicates the dominant heating effect must be the dissociative
heating. This also helps to explain the jump in temperatures as the plasma transitions into
H-mode, as it is a well known that within ICP’s containing molecular gases such as O2, there
is a sharp increases in dissociation degree of said molecules within the H-mode [60]. In some
cases, such as the works of Zaplotnik et al [211] this increase in density of atomic oxygen
was a factor of 2 within the H-mode, with the jump in temperatures observed here are also
a factor of 2. Indeed, this may be a too simplistic of a comparison, as the density of other
species must be considered, but it helps to provide further evidence that the nature of the
temperatures observed here are of a suitable order of magnitude.
5.2.2 Comparison of diagnostics
Also of important note within Figure 5.8 are the trends observed between the diagnostic
techniques. Before these are discussed uncertainties on these measurements will be clarified;
the Ar TDLAS measurements have somewhat significant uncertainties of up to approxi-
mately 15% at the higher powers (i.e. around 500W and above), obtained from the standard
deviation of repeat measurements (between 3 to 5). This is due to the individual measure-
ments having a very small uncertainty on each value (approximately 0.5%), obtained from
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the wavelength calibration of the Doppler broadening, in turn determined from the resolu-
tion of the FPI which was 7.5 MHz out of a free spectral range of 1.5 GHZ (see section 3.2).
Said uncertainties were far smaller than the deviation of repeat measurements, and therefore
multiple measurements were taken. Deviations on each measurement resulting from a com-
bination of the line integrated volume viewed by the laser, in combination with the unknown
distribution of Ar species throughout the plasma during each measurement. Uncertainties
on OES measurements are much smaller than the TDLAS standard deviation, as these are
the uncertainties on a single fit, as the measurements were much more reproducible with
deviations being insignificant compared to the errors on a fit, which is as a result from the
OES seeing the entire plasma bulk.
When using the O2 OES to determine the gas temperature, it can be seen that the
data could not be collected within the H-mode regime. This is due to the signal reducing
dramatically within H-mode, and was indistinguishable from the noise at the much higher
powers. Reasoning for this is that the upper state, O2(b), is believed to be heavily quenched
by atomic oxygen [212–214], see Equation 5.3, taken from Table 3.7. The significant increase
in atomic oxygen density that has been observed in O2 ICP’s would therefore result in a
decrease in population of this upper state, therefore reducing the observed signal of the
natural decay to the ground state as desired.
O2(b
1Σg) +O(
3P )→ O2(a1∆g) +O(3P ) k = 8× 10−14cm3s−1 (5.3)
It was considered that this loss of signal may also be due to dissociation of the O2
molecules due to heat, however based on the enthalpy required and for each pressure and
temperature, only approximately 3.5% of the molecules will have dissociated due to heat,
which is insufficient to solely explain the complete loss of signal. There have been reports of
analysis of the O2(b) metastable within the H-mode of an O2 ICP [60], yet the diagnostic used
was a highly sensitive microwave interferometry setup, being able to detect lower densities
due to actively probing the plasma, plus the chamber used was fairly different in geometry to
the GEC reference cell used here, and measurements reported also barely enter the H-mode
of operation. In the E-mode regime, the O2 OES matched up almost within error to the N2
OES and the Ar TDLAS, with this slight discrepancy most likely due to the poorer matching
of the plasma in in E-mode conditions.
Within the H-mode there is a strong agreement between the N2 OES and Ar TDLAS at
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the higher pressures (20 and 50 Pa), whereas in the lower pressures (5 and 10 Pa) there is an
increasing deviation between the two techniques, which is likely due to a combination of two
effects. Firstly, it is known that there is likely to be a spatial variation of the temperature
vertically between the electrodes [95] (also discussed in the next section), which could affect
the difference between the line integrated volume observed by the laser and the overall volume
average of the OES between pressures. It can be seen in Figure 5.10 that in the lower power
E-mode, the plasma was focused more around the top electrode just above the incident line of
the laser. At the higher powers, where there was a stronger deviation, the plasma was more
concentrated within the chambers centre, however in both cases clearly covering the lasers
path. It is unknown and hard to quantify what the distribution of the Ar species throughout
the chamber is, and therefore this affect cannot simply be ignored. Secondly what is also
likely to be playing a role is the aforementioned assumption that the population distribution
of electrons within states of the molecule, which as stated in Section 3.2 is required for the
Figure 5.10: Approximate line through with TDLAS was incident within various plasma
conditions; Top: 10 Pa 100W, Bottom: 10 Pa 700 W.
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equations through which Trot is obtained. This may not be valid in these low pressure cases
due to this distribution requiring a sufficient number of collisions not present at the lower
gas pressures, which in turn comes from a sufficiently high density of heavy species, perhaps
not the case at these lower pressures.
In conclusion it can be seen that each diagnostic used is best suited for different plasma
conditions. The O2 based OES, being the most desirable technique due to no admixtures of
any gases being required, works well within the E-mode case yet it not suited for the H-mode
cases, where increased density of species such as atomic oxygen quench the upper state of
interest. OES on N2 was the only technique that provided a signal distinguishable from
noise in all conditions. However in the lower pressure, higher power cases, deviation from
the Ar TDLAS was seen. Indeed the Ar TDLAS could be the technique that is deviating
from the true value, however this is most likely due to the assumptions of the distribution
of upper states within N2 not being valid at these low pressure conditions. Ar TDLAS was
not suitable in the highest pressure, lower power cases, due to reduction in the signal from
Penning reactions with the O2 molecules. So it can be argued that, although possible, great
care in choice of diagnostic must be taken when performing gas temperature measurements
under such plasma conditions, something that has yet to be quantified within literature.
5.3 Pulsed operation
In addition to the conditions measured experimentally in the previous section, tempo-
rally resolved measurements of the gas temperature have been performed, in order to further
characterise the gas heating of the plasma in pulsed operation used during PE-PLD. As
during its initial development the plasma was pulsed in order to reduce the overall temper-
atures that were high enough to melt the pure copper target [2]. However this effect of the
pulsing was not fully quantified, and also can be of interest to other applications of ICPs,
commonly used throughout industry. These measurements have been performed via the N2
OES method, as this worked throughout both modes of the ICP, and was experimentally
much easier to synchronise than the TDLAS. It is assumed that this technique is valid in
pulsed cases used here as the natural lifetime of the upper N2(C
3Πu, v
′ = 0) state is 36.6
ns [215], and the shortest pulse time measured here being 100 ns, and therefore an assumed
sufficient population of the upper state. Results of this can be seen in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: Gas temperature for a variety of conditions, as a function of time within the
pulse, determined via the N2 OES technique. Dashed line corresponds to limit of pulsed
matching.
In Figure 5.11 it can be seen that there is a clear trend between the pressures; the lower
pressure 20 Pa has one spike in temperature of approx 400 to 600 K (dependant on power)
almost instantaneously at approximately 200 ns, upon which there is a linear increase up to
the 10 ms point where equilibrium is reached. The higher pressure case of 50 Pa however
take a much longer time, approx. 1 ms, to spike up to the point of equilibrium, with this
increase again being somewhat linear, however of a much steeper gradient. What is being
observed here is, similar to Figure 5.8, an E-H transition within the plasma; it is known that
for an ICP to transition into H-mode, a high enough electron density much be present for
sufficient current to be induced within the plasma; this electron density not being present at
the instantaneous start up of the plasma [50].
In all cases the plasma was pulsed at a rate of 10 Hz, as done within PE-PLD, yet to
experimentally obtain Figure 5.11 there are two regimes, indicated by the vertical dotted line
at 2 ms.To the right of the line, e.g. at longer time steps, matching the pulsed plasma was
not an issue so results at these longer time steps were taken with a plasma on time of that
shown, with the emission collected throughout the entire pulse collected, i.e. on for 10 ms,
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off for 90 ms. Below 2 ms matching the plasma was not possible, therefore the plasma was
pulsed for 2 ms (off for 98 ms), with the light collected from the beginning of the pulse for
the required amount of time, i.e. on for 2 ms with the first 1 ms detected, then off for 98 ms.
Timing was controlled by the external DDG to trigger the plasma and the camera, with the
exposure time controlled by the internal Andor software and set to the values used within
Figure 5.11. The data point at 100 ms corresponds to the continuous operation, taken from
Figure 5.8.
As discussed when describing Figure 5.8, the increase in measured gas temperature
corresponds to the H-mode of the plasma. Therefore this increased time taken for the
temperature to rise to its equilibrium in H-mode for the 50 Pa case, is based upon the longer
time required for a sufficient electron density to be produced during the capacitive E-mode,
to allow for this transition into H-mode. Yet this effect could also have arisen from the
response time of the matching network, the effect of which is currently of key interest in
the design and control of matching networks. This is due to the matching network used
being optimised for H-mode operation, and therefore at early stages within the pulse where
plasma parameters are quite different (e.g. lower temperatures and electron densities), it is
likely inefficient matching leads to poor energy coupling at the start of the pulse in the 50
Pa case. This could not experimentally quantified, due to the matching unit being wired
directly into the powered coil, and therefore no method of analysing reflected power over
short time steps could be used, e.g. a current probe in series with the cabling attached to a
high speed oscilloscope.
This affect of matching within pulses has to date only been presented within work of
simulations and electron temperature measurements within Cl2 based plasmas [216, 217];
and yet to be described by such an observable effect such as gas temperature as shown here.
Temporally resolved measurements of oxygen plasma gas temperatures have so far only been
reported in glow discharge tubes at approx 100 Pa, in the works of Macko et al [218], and
Hubner et al [219], where a rapid increase was seen followed by an equilibrium, somewhat
similar to the what is seen here, yet indeed without any indication of a mode transition based
on the experimental set-up.
What can also be inferred from these results is that the gas temperature of the plasma
is able to return to (approximately) the initial temperature, even within the cases of longer
pulse time and short off time. An affect that will be discussed in terms of applications in
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the next chapter where although the temperatures reached are very high, various sensitive
materials such as polymers can survive the deposition environment.
5.4 Gas temperature simulations
The same conditions of continuous operation have been simulated within HPEM (Sec-
tion 3.5), with Figure 5.12 showing the spatial profile of gas temperature within the chamber
for 300, 600 and 900 W at 5 Pa, and an example 10 Pa 600 W. It can be seen that there
is a hot central structure between the electrodes, that varies quite steeply vertically, but is
quite constant horizontally until the edge of the electrodes. This profile does not change dra-
matically in shape with power, however with increasing pressure becomes more concentrated
within the centre of the electrodes, due to the increased number of collisions confining the
5 Pa, 300 W, 0.8α
T (K)gas
0.8α
T (K)gas
5 Pa, 900 W, 0.8α
T (K)gas
10 Pa, 600 W, 0.8α
T (K)gas
Figure 5.12: 2-D profiles of Tgas from a power and pressure variation from HPEM for a 5 Pa
O2 RF ICP.
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plasma and the shorter mean free path of plasma species [50].
For comparison to the TDLAS experiments, a cross section of the simulation compar-
ative to the line integrated volume seen by the laser is used. This line out is demonstrated
by the dotted line in the case shown in Figure 5.12, with these profiles shown in Figure 5.13.
An average of these entire profiles has been performed in order to compare to experimental
results, and also shown within Figure 5.13. It could be argued that a simple average may not
be the correct method of further analysing these results, and instead some form of weight-
ing performed to the density profile of Ar species, however this was not considered as the
chemistry set utilised here was pure O2. Also as shown in Figure 5.5, the gas chemistry was
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Figure 5.13: Line outs and determined averages of Tgas from HPEM
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not influenced heavily by these admixtures and therefore assumed to play a negligible effect
in these profiles.
Within Figure 5.13 in the 10 Pa case there is a very close agreement between the
HPEM values and the TDLAS measurements, whereas for the 5 Pa case there is a match
at higher powers, with a small deviation at 300 W. Therefore simulations can be argued to
have successfully modelled the system over the range tested, however it is clear that there is
a different aspect also affecting the temperature, other than the pressure and power. This
is the aforementioned thermal accommodation coefficient, αE . The simulations presented
above use a value of αE=0.8, i.e. a fairly efficient transfer of heat to the walls, chosen as
it is shown in the works of Gibson et al [95], that under similar plasma conditions to the
ones presented, here that αE varied strongly between 0.1 and 0.5, yet began to level off at
0.2α
T (K)gas
0.5α
T (K)gas
0.8α
T (K)gas
Figure 5.14: Gas temperature from a variation of αe for 5 Pa 600 W.
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values higher than this, so 0.8 was chosen as to lay within this regime where αE was initially
believed to not vary significantly. A variation on this affect for a 5 Pa, 600 W case is seen
in Figure 5.14.
It can be seen that a lower value of αE leads to a few key effects; Firstly is that as it
was mentioned in Section 3.5, αE affects the thermal conductivity of the nearest cell to the
plasma wall. So it can be seen in Figure 3.5, especially between the electrodes, there is a
much steeper gradient of gas temperature immediately at the walls. This leads to a much
hotter gas temperature throughout the chamber, and it is this profile that is perhaps the
most important affect. When analysis the mean gas temperature of the entire chamber, done
so as it is shown αE affects the overall profile of the plasma, clear differences can be seen, as
shown in Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15: Tgas as determined from the total reactor average from HPEM, with varying
values of αE for 5 and 10 Pa.
Figure 5.15 shows that between pressures, when using the same assumption of the
thermal accommodation coefficient, that the temperature does not change to a significant
degree. However when using a different assumption for alpha at a higher pressures, the
simulated temperatures begin to deviate, as they do in experiment. Specifically when a
value of 0.5, i.e. a more inefficient transfer of heat to the walls, is used for the higher
pressure of 10 Pa. This indicates that although in higher pressure cases with a increased
density of plasma species, there is a less efficient heat transfer of heat to the walls.
Reasoning for this is complex; It has been shown via various analytical models that
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within oxygen plasmas, effects such as heat transfer to the walls is much more efficient on
walls where additional oxygen species are also present [220–222], an effect also seen in works
Figure 5.16: 2-D profiles of left: O and right: e densities for varying αE a 5 Pa O2 ICP
within HPEM. Values of αE : Top 0.2, middle 0.5, bottom 0.8.
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with other gasses, where its direct relevance to αE is investigated [223, 224]. An increase
in these additional species typically occurs at higher pressure plasmas where more species
would be present in order to travel to the walls, and from this one would assume that a
higher pressure case would be more efficient at transferring heat to the walls, which is the
opposite to what is observed here. Plus one needs to look as to how αE is defined, such as in
Equation 3.36, where the mean free path, λmfp, is used to define αE . Yet from this equation
a shorter λmfp, which occurs at higher pressures, assuming the gradient defined at the walls
is constant, would still lead to a larger and more efficient αE .
Therefore additional aspects need to be considered, firstly is that some works within
literature show that αE is not only not constant as shown here, yet is indeed dependant on
the gas temperature [225–227]. Plus, this varying αE may in fact have something to do with
how αE is observed to affect the densities and profiles of various species within the plasma, as
shown in Figure 5.16. Here it is seen that such reactive species important for wall reactions
such as atomic oxygen, O, and the electron density, varies strongly with αE , both in terms
of profile and overall magnitude. Therefore perhaps what is needed to implicitly predict and
model gas temperatures in all cases of such an O2 ICP is spatially resolved measurements
of such reactive species, in order to reduce the degrees of freedom within the model, to help
to correctly model an αE that is dependant on position within the chamber, and perhaps
how this would need to change per iteration as the density of species converged; instead of
a simple dependence on pressure as shown here.
5.5 Conclusion
This chapter has presented absolute, benchmarked gas temperature measurements of a
low pressure O2 RF ICP, relevant to PE-PLD yet also other industrial processes. Tempera-
tures were seen to have a linear increase in temperature within the E-mode of the plasma,
reaching a maximum of 600 K in the highest pressure cases, but then a jump of approxi-
mately a factor of 2 into the H-mode regime, reaching maximum temperatures between 1200
and 2000 K dependant on pressure. This jump in temperatures across the mode transition
has been related to the dissociative heating of the plasma, with the effects of ohmic heating
being reduced due to the plasmas increased conductivities.
The most desirable diagnostic technique, due to no need of admixtures, being the OES of
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the O2 metastable was found to break down in the H-mode regime of the ICP operation, due
to heavy quenching of the upper metastable state with atomic oxygen, yet within the E-mode
of operation did match OES of the N2 admixture or TDLAS of Ar. Said other techniques
matched each other well throughout the E-mode, and within the higher pressures (20 and
50 Pa) a match was also seen in H-mode as well, yet a lower pressures there was a deviation
between the N2 OES and Ar TDLAS, most likely due to the assumptions of population
distribution breaking down due to lack of collisions in these lower pressures within the case
of the N2 OES.
Temporally resolved measurements of gas temperatures have also been presented, per-
formed within the same plasma conditions yet with power supplied via pulses, at a rate of
10 Hz. All conditions were found to reach a point of equilibrium after approximately 10 ms,
yet the time taken to reach this point varying strongly on gas pressure, due to the increased
electron density required to transition into a H-mode at the higher pressures. It was seen
that 20 Pa transitioned to H-mode almost instantly, at 100 µ s and had a fairly constant
increase of temperature over time, whereas the 50 Pa case took much longer, taking up to 1
ms, at which point the temperature spiked to its maximum almost instantly.
Also simulations have been presented, which can be seen to match the measured tem-
peratures at the lower pressures of 5 and 10 Pa. Also the importance of the effect of wall
interactions, particularly the efficiency of heat transfer to the walls affects not only the
temperatures reached, yet also the density profile of many species within the plasma.
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Chapter 6
Analysis of films deposited by
PE-PLD
Results presented in this chapter focus on analysis of films deposited by PE-PLD, in-
cluding ZnO, Cu2O, and Al2O3 on substrates including Si, SiO2, steel, and plastics, in terms
of parameters such as composition as a function of depth, and crystal structure. This is not
only to further the understanding of the physical processes with PE-PLD, but also to explore
its versatility and range of applications.
6.1 Zinc Oxide films
Motivation behind the desire to create zinc oxide films has been discussed within Section
2.7, however it is important to reiterate one key fact. Although Zn is chemically similar to
Cu, due to being next to it on the periodic table, Zn has a more restrictive limits in forms of
compounds that can be deposited, as there is only one form of chemically stable compound,
which is ZnO. Conditions for the deposition of ZnO films were initially assumed to be similar
to that of the previously deposited Cu films, with the analysis of these films presented in the
following section.
6.1.1 Composition
A pure Zn target was ablated within a range of oxygen ICP conditions, with the results
from EDX being shown in Figure 6.1, along with the results from Al2O3 (discussed shortly),
results for the copper oxide films are taken from previous work on PE-PLD [2]. EDX was
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Figure 6.1: Composition of films deposited with PE-PLD under a varying pressures of ICP
oxygen plasmas, with pure metal targets.
performed on films that were deposited for 1 hour, with a beam energy on 5 keV, which
resulted in an RKO depth of approximately 100 nm, much smaller than the thickness of the
film which was assumed to be 300 nm based on the 10 nm/min deposition rate; therefore no
signal was obtained from the oxygen within the SiO2, so no interference of the oxygen within
the substrate would occur. Relevant emission lines analysed observable at this beam energy
were the Oxygen Kα line at 0.52 keV, and the zinc Lα line at 1.01 keV [228], as shown in
Figure (6.2). It can clearly be seen that the deposited zinc oxide films at 7.5 and 9 Pa take
a 1:1 ratio between metal and oxygen within the uncertainties on each measurements, with
the higher pressure of 13 Pa beginning to deviate from this ratio to be more oxygen rich.
Uncertainties are taken from repeat measurements across multiple films and locations across
each film.
Reasoning for zinc oxide forming this phase is under these conditions is two fold, firstly
as mentioned being that there is only one stable phase of zinc oxide, being this observed
1:1 ratio of ZnO. Plus, when combined with the more readily ablatable nature of Zn under
these conditions (see Section 4.1.1), there is sufficient density of both oxygen and metal
atoms in the lower pressure conditions for sufficient reactions to take place and form the
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Figure 6.2: EDX spectra of ZnO film on SiO2, deposited at 7.5 Pa, 500W, for 1 hour on
SiO2 substrate.
stable 1:1 phase. To note, there are other phases of zinc oxides that can form, namely zinc
peroxide, ZnO2, however these are highly unstable phases, typically observed in combustion
and explosive environments [229], so it is highly unlikely these phases form and even if they
do within the gas/plasma phase, do not survive long enough to successfully form a lattice
within the film.
6.1.2 Structure
Structure for ZnO films deposited has been determined by the use of XRD, with these
films deposited at 7.5 Pa, 500 W, for 1 hour, again resulting in approximately 300 nm thick
films; These were deposited on substrates of SiO2 as before, yet also single plane (1 0 0)
Si to both gain a better understanding of how seeding layers/substrates effects film growth
within PE-PLD, and also for application purposes due to the wide spread use of Si in the
semiconductor and electronics industry. Results of these can be seen within Figure 6.3.
For the SiO2 substrate plot, the substrate peak can clearly be seen as a wide, and
therefore small grain size, peak centred around 21o, which corresponds to the well known
(1 0 0) plane [231]. The sharper peak to its right at 56o corresponds to the (1 1 0) plane
of ZnO as seen on ICDD CARD 2300112 [230]. This (1 1 0) plane of ZnO is known to
be a higher energy plane [232], seen in deposition techniques that result in high densities
of precursors, such as other PLD based techniques [233, 234], some liquid based chemical
processes [235, 236], and high pressure techniques [237]. This also matches what has been
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Figure 6.3: XRD spectra of ZnO deposited on different substrates, Top: SiO2. Middle: Si.
Bottom: ZnO ICDD card 2300112 [230].
seen with the copper oxide deposits from PE-PLD, where higher energy planes of CuO were
seen [2]. Growth of such high energy planes is possible with PLD, as this high density of
ablated material results in as a non-epitaxial deposition method (see Section 2.4). Therefore
the deposited islands and grains will begin to form higher density planes before diffusion and
bonding to substrates or sub-layers become dominant, which could reduce the likelihood of
these high density planes forming.
This effect can be seen much more clearly within the deposits on single planar Si, also
within Figure 6.3. The sharp Si peak at 69.1o, corresponding to (1 0 0) Si on card [238]
from the substrate. Again, the high energy peak of (1 1 0) is seen at 56o as before on SiO2,
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however three additional peaks can be seen at 31.4o, 34.3o and 36.2o, corresponding to the
(1 0 0), (0 0 2), and (1 0 1) peaks of ZnO respectively; these peaks can also be somewhat
seen on the SiO2 substrate however are obscured by the peak of the substrate itself, therefore
showing a polycrystalline film.
As discussed, such a polycrystalline structure comes as a result of the non-epitaxial
nature of PE-PLD, due to the high density of material depositing onto the surface allowing
the film to grow in a structure determined by itself and not the substrate. The size of these
grains can be determined via the Scherrer equation, Equation 3.14, which has been calculated
for each ZnO peak observed, and shown in Table 6.1. Here it can be seen each plane grows
in grain sizes of approximately the same size of around 3 nm, yet what is interesting to note
is that the higher energy plane (1 1 0) in both substrates were the largest of any observed
plane, especially in the Si case, indicating somewhat preferential growth in this plane which
is of high interest.
Table 6.1: Grain sizes of ZnO planes observed
Plane & material Grain size (nm)
(1 0 0), Si 3.36
(0 0 2), Si 3.10
(1 0 1), Si 2.41
(1 1 0), Si 4.01
(1 1 0), SiO2 3.67
It is a possibility that some of these layers form within a transition layer between
substrate and film, however due to the large disparity between the unit cells of ZnO and
both the Si and SiO2 substrates, this is somewhat unlikely. Unit cell basis for ZnO are
shown in Figure 2.9, although summarised in Table 6.2 alongside the corresponding values
for the substrates. What is perhaps most important to note is that this structure is being
observed within the film without any form of substrate heating or post annealing, a practice
which is common throughout industry and in some cases necessary for any form of crystalline
film; it could indeed be considered that the structure of these films could change with post
annealing, however this was not explored within this work.
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Table 6.2: All unit cell sizes for fims and substrates of interest
Material a, A˚ b, A˚ c, A˚
ZnO 3.249 3.249 5.207
Cu2O 4.684 3.429 5.12
Si [239] 5.43 5.43 5.43
SiO2 [239] 4.913 4.913 5.405
6.2 Aluminium oxide films
These films were deposited and analysed for the use of Dr. D Shaw of the YPI during
his PhD, however composition, structure, and deposition method were not of key interest
during that study so will be discussed further here. Figure 6.1 shows the composition of
Al2O3 films on steel substrates, deposited for 1 hour and analysed by EDX with a beam
energy of 5 KeV, and Figure 6.4 shows a SEM image and photograph of an Al2O3 deposited
at 9 Pa for 1 hour, alongside a blank steel substrate; note particulates seen in the SEM
image are carbon clusters deposited for electron beam charge mitigation, and the Al2O3 and
substrate is mounted to a stub for use in the SEM. The RKO depth of the beam within
this sample is again approx. 100 nm, and an estimated film depth of approx. 300 nm, and
therefore no interference from the substrate was observed, with the emission lines studied
being the Oxygen Kα line at 0.52 KeV, and both the Aluminium lines of Kα at 1.48 and Kβ
at 1.55 KeV. It was found that 9 Pa yielded the desired composition of 2:3.
Figure 6.4: SEM image (left), and photograph of Al2O3 deposited on steel, compared to
blank steel substrate.
Structure of these films were analysed via XRD, with the results shown in Figure 6.5.
Four clear peaks were observed between 43o and 75o, however these did not match any known
planes of Al2O3, and after further investigation it was found that these were peaks from the
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underlying substrate. It was not known what specific form of steel was used and therefore
extremely difficult to find a match to any known plane in literature or available databases,
indicating amorphous Al2O3 has been deposited.
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Figure 6.5: XRD spectra of Al2O3 deposited on steel.
However amorphous Al2O3 is commonly deposited by many deposition techniques [75,
76], and as a film has found further uses in such applications as MOSFETS [240]. Although
different to the zinc and copper based which did exhibit some crystalline structure, much of
the literature based on crystalline Al2O3 films heavily utilise post annealing and substrate
biasing and heating or carefully controlled seeding layers [241–243]. Due to this, and a
combination of the films being both sufficient for the work of Dr. Shaw, and the quality of
the substrate being unknown, no further investigation was taken.
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6.3 Composition as a function of depth
Although it has been proven that PE-PLD is able to deposit a variety of films on various
of substrates, so far all analysis probes the nature of the bulk average of the film, with films
analysed being quite thick in nature (i.e. on the order of microns). For PE-PLD to be a
competitive technique within the semiconductor industry, films grown must also be able to
be both thinner, and have consistent characteristics across the entire film depth. Therefore
the composition as a function of the films depth has been determined via two different
experimental means, as described in this section below:
6.3.1 TEM
Cu2O and CuO films deposited for 10 and 5 mins respectively have been analysed by
TEM. This analysis was performed by Dr Jon Barnard and Dr Leonardo Lari of the York
JOEL Nanocenter; Films were coated in protective layers of carbon, platinum, and palladium
in order to withstand the heat imparted from etching by Ga ions, done so to etch of a lamella
of a cross section of the film. Said materials were chosen as a coating due to their high heat
conductivities, and also well known florescence to help distinguish from any detected signal.
These lamella were then analysed via TEM, and can be seen in Figure 6.6.
Figure 6.6: TEM images from lamella of, Top: Cu2O, Bottom: CuO
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The first observation within Figure 6.6 is indeed the thickness of the film itself, with
the Cu2O film being 48.6±3 nm thick after a 5 min deposit, and the CuO film being 26.0±1
nm thick after 2.5 mins. This corresponds to a 10 nm/min deposition rate, matching the
results from AFM analysis [2]. Uncertainties in these values have been determined from the
standard deviation of multiple measurements across the film length, each of which taken at
30 locations. It is hard to tell structure from these images, therefore higher resolution, and
dark field (DF) images were taken of each film, as seen in Figures 6.7 and 6.8. The Cu2O
film can be seen to have columnar grains, growing along the axis of film growth, with a
transition layer with the SiO2 substrate of approx. 6 nm, as determined by the thickness of
the discoloured region between film and substrate; And the CuO film has a grain structure
of much more circular grains, and a transition layer with the substrate of around half that
of the Cu2O. The dashed patterns that can be seen on both the higher resolution images are
Moire fringes, caused by the overlapping of films in the axis against film growth, and are not
representative of any film structure.
Figure 6.7: Left: Higher resolution image of Cu2O from TEM. Right: Dark field image of
same film
Additionally EDX was performed on the Cu2O lamella in order to determine the atomic
composition across the films depth; results of this can be seen in Figure 6.9, showing the two
areas analysed and the corresponding counts, highlighted within the figure as to areas, a and
b. Two regions have been analysed, as due the thick quartz under layer there was a high build
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Figure 6.8: Left: Higher resolution image of CuO from TEM. Right: Dark field image of
same film
Section Cu (%) Cu error (%) O (%) O error (%)
A 68.6 2 31.4 3
B 72.4 2 27.6 3
Table 6.3: Composition in two areas at various depths of a Cu2O film on quartz
up of charge due to insulated electrons, resulting in sensitive line profiles being not possible.
Also within the counts it can be seen that there is Cu and O observed within the protective
layers; O is likely present due to oxidation of the protective layers, and Cu comes from the
mount used in the TEM being made of copper, and the highly luminescent Pt protective
layer reflecting from its environments. Composition, determined from the integrated counts
in both areas can be seen in Table 6.3. Area A, the section close to the substrate, show
within error the expected 2:1 ratio determined from the EDX on the bulk films. Area B,
close to the film surface/protective layers, show slightly more copper rich films, by roughly
2%. This is likely due to the luminescence of the adjacent reflective layers, as bulk EDX
shows the 2:1 ratio, and cross section images show no difference in film structure.
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Figure 6.9: Areas at various depths of a Cu2O film on quartz, and for counts obtained from
EDX.
6.3.2 MEIS
Alongside the TEM on cross sections, the non destructive technique MEIS was used;
In addition to the advantages listed in this prior section, due to detection of H+ ions there
would be no confusion with the background or holders, like with the Cu in TEM, plus use
of these films aided the understanding of this technique more, as will be discussed below.
MEIS analysis was performed by Dr Andy Rossall of the University of Huddersfield. The
list of all films analysed by MEIS is shown in Table 6.4, with analysis of films deposited on
quartz substrates published in the following reference [244]. Figures 6.10 to 6.14 show MEIS
analysis of these films.
For the case of Cu2O on SiO2 deposited for 5 mins, i.e. very close to that of TEM
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Table 6.4: List of PE-PLD samples analysed by MEIS
Film Substrate Deposition time (mins)
ZnO SiO2 5
ZnO SiO2 2.5
Cu2O SiO2 5
Cu2O SiO2 2.5
CuO Si 2.5
Cu2O Si 2.5
ZnO Si 2.5
analysis, the trends match with those seen in the TEM lamellae, with a thickness matching
roughly the 10 nm/min deposition rate. For all other films the ratio between elements within
the film matched that exactly to EDX analysis of the bulk film, thus showing films of high
uniformity across their depth. This is the case for both forms of copper oxide, as well as zinc
oxide, on both substrates analysed.
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Figure 6.10: MEIS on Cu2O on SiO2 for, Top: 5 mins, Bottom: 2.5 mins
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Figure 6.11: MEIS on ZnO on SiO2 for, Top: 5 mins, Bottom: 2.5 mins
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Figure 6.12: MEIS on CuO on Si for 2.5 mins
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Figure 6.13: MEIS on Cu2O on Si for 2.5 mins
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Figure 6.14: MEIS on ZnO on Si for 2.5 mins
However when comparing the MEIS analysis of Cu2O on SiO2, Figure 6.10, to that
of TEM in Figure 3.15, there is an overestimation of the transition layer, showing it to be
roughly 16 nm for the 5 minute deposited, over double that seen from TEM. This comes
from a key assumption made within MEIS, being that currently only single scattering of
ions is taken into account, i.e. a H+ ion only interacts with one atom within the target,
being the event that scatters the ion back to the detector. Indeed this assumption may
not be true, especially in the transition layer where the film does not have a well defined
crystalline structure as seen from TEM. So with the use of this data, multi-scattering effects
are currently under investigation within MEIS by a development of a new fitting package
within the code SIMNRA. An example of which shown in Figure 6.15, which shows that
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although the transition depth is becoming smaller and matching TEM images closer, it is
artificially stepped. As this investigation and development is still ongoing, with certain films
such as CuO on Si as above in Figure 6.12 yielding physical profiles bar some artefacts on the
film surface. All other MEIS analysis shown above is done via the use of the existing IGOR
software, and therefore transition layers may not be accurate, however bulk compositions
can be trusted.
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Figure 6.15: Initial SIMNRA analysis of ZnO film on SiO2 compared to IGOR analysis.
6.4 Plastic substrates
One emerging trend within modern electronics is flexible technology, from entire tablets
or computers that are flexible, to wearable technologies such as smart-watches and clothing,
all of which use substrates that in some form or other comprise of some form of plastic or
polymer. Current methods for deposition have typically focused around deposition of ITO
and in some cases ZnO thin films onto plastic substrates, and are mostly based on CVD based
techniques [245–247], or even printing from ink jet printers [248,249]. These techniques still
have drawbacks, such as the previously mentioned harmful precursors in CVD, and with
the ink jet printers being a complex process with many parameters to control and a very
slow deposition rate. As other commonly used methods such as sputtering and other forms
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of PLD require substrate heating and in come cases post annealing, they cannot be used
with plastic substrates, as temperatures utilised are often many hundreds of degrees whereas
plastics such as high density-polyethylene melting at just 105oC.
Gas temperature measurements within Chapter 5 presented temperatures of up to 1500
K, yet also showed the nature of the heating during the pulse. So using the data from Figure
5.11, a simple model has been created in order to determine the corresponding substrate
temperatures during the pulse. Said model is based on the known equation of the rate of
heat flow, Equation (6.1), where Q is the internal energy of the material, t time within the
pulse, K the thermal conductivity coefficient of the substrate, A and x the substrate area
and thickness, and T temperature.
∆Q
∆t
= −KA∆T
x
(6.1)
Then it is assumed that within an infinitesimal time that Q will increase as outlined
in Equation 6.2, where Ti is the temperature at the previous time step, with this solved
iteratively to determine the temperature increase over time. Additionally the thermal ac-
commodation coefficient, αe, is introduced in order to account for the efficiency of tempera-
ture transfer, and as it was discussed in Section 5.4. A temperature is then calculated from
this internal energy, Q, by the known specific heat capacity of the material, c. Values of
constants used in this model for polyethylene (PE) are shown in Table 6.4.
Q =
KA
x
(T − Ti)α
Tsub =
Q
c
(6.2)
For the case of 20 Pa, 500 W, as measured in Figure 5.11, which is the case measured
closest to that during deposition in PE-PLD, this model has been applied and results shown
in Figure 6.16. It can be seen that when assuming a perfectly efficient transfer of heat (i.e.
αe = 1) that the plastic would reach its melting point at 10 ms, the pulse length within
deposition in PE-PLD. Yet when altering αe to values shown in Section 5.4 to result in
matching gas temperatures, being 0.8 and 0.5, then the substrate temperature only surpasses
the melting point after 10 ms. Although this is a first assumption, and effects such as losses to
other areas such as the substrate holder are not taken into account, it was deemed safe to use
plastics within the PE-PLD chamber during a plasma operation. Initial testing of depositions
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Constant Value
K 0.4 W/mK
A & x 2.02×10−3m (1 sq. inch) & 7×10−5m
c 1550 J/KgK
Table 6.5: Constants of PE used in model. K & c are taken from [251]
proved this to be the case with plastic substrates not only surviving the conditions, yet
showing no measurable deformation down to the measurable precision of 0.01 mm. So Cu2O
and ZnO films have been deposited on PE and polytetrafluoroethylene (Teflon) substrates,
with PE chosen due to being one of the most commonly used form of plastic, and Teflon
known for its durability and resistance, including to plasma processes [250].
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Figure 6.16: Calculated temperature of a polyethylene substrate
Figure 6.17 shows the composition of films analysed by EDX, deposited under the similar
conditions as for SiO2 and Si substrates, as highlighted in the figure caption. It is clearly seen
that the composition of each film match that as when deposited on previous substrates, with
the desired 1:1 ratio in the zinc based film, and 2:1 ratio for copper. A somewhat expected
result due to the non-epitaxial nature of PE-PLD, yet it is again important to note that this
composition has been created without any form of substrate bias or heating, and purely from
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Figure 6.17: Mesaured composition of films deposited on plastic substrates. Both ZnO and
Cu2O deposited for 1 hour, 7.5 Pa, 500 W.
control of the laser induced and RF plasmas. Although extensive analysis of deposition rate
was not performed, there was no interference of the substrate during EDX analysis, so films
were clearly over the RKO limit of approx. 100 nm, therefore the deposition rate can assumed
to be the same as when other substrates. This deposition rate of 10 nm/min means PE-PLD
is far quicker that some deposition techniques for the depositions of oxides on plastics, such as
the above mentioned ink jet printing, which typically is 1 to 5 nm/min [249]. There are some
techniques reported that quote quicker deposition techniques, such as the works of P Kelly
et al [252], where TiO2 was deposited of PET plastic at 22 nm/min; however in said work
samples were required to be post annealed unlike here in PE-PLD, and the sputtering power
supply used operated at 1.5 kW of power resulting in approximately 1.5×10−2 nm/min/W,
meaning PE-PLD is in fact more efficient only requiring 500 W of power, resulting in 2×10−2
nm/min/W (plus additional efficiency from no required annealing). An SEM image and
photograph of a Cu2O film deposited on a 2.54 cm sqaure PE substrate can be seen in
Figure 6.18; note, ridges on SEM image are not intrinsic of film structures, as result from
the morphology of the PE substrate.
XRD has been performed on all aforementioned combinations of oxides and plastics
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Figure 6.18: SEM (left) and photograph (right) of Cu2O on polyethylene, deposited for 1
hour, 7.5 Pa, 500 W.
substrates, and are shown within the Figures 6.20 and 6.21. Before discussing the results it
is key to mention the method of which these deposits were performed, as in order to analyse
a sample within XRD it is of key importance to have a flat sample as it is a highly sensitive
reflection based technique, so a curved surface can effect the result. In order to maintain a
flat surface during deposition and handling of the film during transport and XRD analysis,
a sample of plastic was mounted to quartz discs by a thin layer of wax. Although there is
some literature containing XRD on polymers, blank samples were analysed in order to aid
distinguishing any observed signal, as shown in figure 6.19. The SiO2 under layer can be seen
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Figure 6.19: XRD of blank polymers mounted to SiO2. Left: Polyethylene. Right: Teflon
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as before at 21o, and with the Pe layer there are two sharp peaks at 21.5o and 24o matching
that seen from XRD on PE in literature [253], with a smaller peak at 36o which could either
be the PE or perhaps the wax. The Teflon signal shows one sharp peak at 18o and the smaller
36o peak, and with a shallow bulge between 37o and 50o with some small peaks throughout.
Said peaks in Figure 6.19 are used to help distinguish the structure observed in Figures 6.20
and 6.21.
It is clear from Figure 6.20 that the structure of the ZnO film is much less well defined
as when on the Si and SiO2 the substrates. On PE there are no noticeable peaks that are
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Figure 6.20: ZnO films deposited onto plastic substrates; Top: Polyethylene. Bottom: Teflon
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Figure 6.21: Cu2O films deposited onto plastic substrates; Top: Polyethylene. Bottom:
Teflon
different from the substrate, meaning the film is purely amorphous; on Teflon however there
are three peaks corresponding to three planes of ZnO, being (2 0 0), (2 0 1), and (0 0 4), at
66o, 69o, and 72.5o respectively. However due to the relatively very small intensity of these
peaks these planes must not be very prevalent throughout the film, likely in a polycrystalline
layer somewhere within the mostly amorphous film formed as a result of the polycrystalline
plastic under layer; which is also most likely the reason for amorphous nature of the film
seen on the PE substrate.
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The Cu2O films in figure 6.21 show no distinguishable features from those of XRD on
simply the substrate, meaning there is a purely amorphous film. However it is worth to note
than in existing literature, for films such as ITO on plastics, the crystal structure and XRD
has not been a metric of success, with films tested in more specific means to their direct
application such as piezoelectric or conductive properties.
6.5 Conclusion
This chapter has presented results based around further investigation into Cu2O and
CuO films deposited by PE-PLD on SiO2, and the deposition of other films such as ZnO and
Al2O3 films on a variety of substrates. FIB-TEM analysis show that both forms of copper
oxide deposited films that are of a uniform thickness across the substrate, and consistent
structure across the films depth. This is in agreement with what is seen in the non-damaging
MEIS analysis where copper oxide films are again seen to be uniform in composition, a trend
that is also seen in ZnO films, and all types of films deposited on Si substrates. It has also
been shown that PE-PLD is a highly adaptable technique, with the deposition of fusion-
mirror proxies of Al2O3 on steel substrates, and semiconductor relevant films on plastic.
Said Cu2O and ZnO films on polyethylene and polytetrafluoroethylene substrates are shown
to have the exact same composition as before, yet with more amorphous structures as a result
of the polycrystaline nature of the plastic.; however crystallinity is often not the determining
factor for quality on films on plastic substrates, as it is often the case to perform more
application-relevant testing (e.g. transmission curves, stress resistance etc.).
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
The work presented in this thesis has focused around the thin film deposition technique,
PE-PLD, with an investigation into each of the three key stages of this process; first, the
nature of nanosecond laser ablation of metal targets, and the comparison to the behaviour
of metal oxide targets, was explored via use of the code POLLUX. Secondly, absolute mea-
surements of the gas temperature within the RF ICP utilised within PE-PLD, where three
techniques were performed and benchmarked against each other, and the effect of pulsed op-
eration of the plasma was investigated, alongside simulations of the gas temperature within
HPEM. Lastly analysis of deposited metal oxides of a variety of substrates was performed,
focusing on aspects such as the relative composition of elements as a function of depth, and
the use of novel substrates such as plastics.
Simulations within POLLUX were benchmarked against experiment by two parameters
deemed of key importance to film depositions, being the ablated mass and temperature of
the plasma plume. Ablated masses from POLLUX from Zn and Cu targets were compared
to masses obtained experimentally from craters produced on targets under PE-PLD like
conditions. These masses matched within 35% for Zn and 22% for Cu, when the ”full
treatment” model was utilised which treats the phase change of the material in a classical
manner. This means solid material must melt and further evaporate in order to enter the
gas phase, which is the known behaviour under nanosecond pulse length ablation. When
using the full treatment model for oxide targets however, the obtained masses were an order
of magnitude lower than that of experiment. This is due to the different nature of the phase
change of the oxide targets, as it is known that these oxides decompose when heated. When
using a gaseous target as an analogy for how the oxygen atoms would behave during ablation
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by decomposition, the ablated mass matched experiment within 19% for ZnO and 17% for
Cu2O. This, when combined with determination of the internal thermal and kinetic energies
of the plasma plume, highlights the importance of understanding how various targets behave
under nanosecond pulsed laser ablation, relevant to PE-PLD.
Temperatures of an ablated Cu plume were compared to temperatures obtained by
experiment from prior work of PE-PLD [2]. Here it was shown that at 50 ns, electron
temperatures matched that of experiment, being approximately 1.4 eV, and at all times up to
100 ns were within 30% and exhibiting a similar trend. Furthermore, the nature of an artefact
within the code, an artificial increase in temperatures at the leading edge, was explored in
detail. Reasoning for this is determined to be artificial interaction with the background
environment, and the lack of rigorous treatment of the plume expansion. However, it was
also shown with comparison to experiments of the ablation of Si in a vacuum, that current
models used to describe the adiabatic expansion of a plasma plume are currently insufficient.
This was done by the use of data from POLLUX at early time-steps (20 ns), as an input into
an existing model from the literature, that such existing model does not accurately predict
the adiabatic expansion of the plume. This being due to assumptions made on the initial
distribution temperatures and densities within the plume, which POLLUX is able to provide
further detail on.
Absolute measurements of gas temperatures were shown to increase with both plasma
pressure and power. The highest pressure case (50 Pa) was found to have a maximum of
approximately 1750 K at 900 W, whereas the lowest pressure (5 Pa) reached a temperature
between approximately 750 and 1500 K for the same powers. It was also seen in all pressure
cases that as the ICP transitioned into H-mode, the gas temperatures increased by approxi-
mately a factor of 2. This has been linked to the increased dominance of dissociative heating,
from the breaking of the bond within the O2 molecule. With this relationship determined
from the known increase in densities of plasma species (e, O etc.) within the H-mode.
Additionally, the importance of selection of an appropriate diagnostic technique has
been highlighted, as different plasma conditions led to differences in the behaviour of each
technique. The most desirable O2 OES was successfully benchmarked to the other techniques
within the E-mode operation, yet not suitable in the H-mode due to quenching of the upper
state by atomic oxygen. N2 OES was the only case to produce a signal in all plasma
conditions, yet there was a deviation from Ar TDLAS measurements in the low pressure, high
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power conditions, most likely due to assumptions in the Boltzmann distribution of electrons
within the upper molecular state not being valid. Lastly Ar TDLAS was not applicable in
the highest pressure, low power conditions, due to the reduction in the densities of excited
Ar species, from Penning reactions with the O2 molecules, but was applicable in all other
conditions.
Using N2 OES at the higher pressures, the effect of pulsed power within H-mode op-
eration, relevant to PE-PLD, was determined. The gas temperature in the 20 Pa pulsed
case was found to increase at a fairly constant rate throughout the pulse, whereas the 50
Pa case maintained a fairly constant temperature until approx 2 ms, where a sharp increase
was observed. This difference in behaviour is most likely due to the longer time required to
obtain the sufficient electron density for H-mode operation in this case. However this could
be as a result of the efficiency of the matching, a topic currently of high interest in the com-
munity. Plus of key relevance to PE-PLD, it can be shown from these measurements that the
temperature within the off-time of the pulse returned to approximately room temperature,
allowing for the use of materials within the chamber which otherwise would not survive the
temperatures reached under continuous power conditions.
Lastly, films deposited by PE-PLD have been analysed by a variety of means. The
composition as a function of depth of Cu2O deposited on SiO2 has been determined by
EDX on an lamella etched out by FIB, where it was seen that the composition was constant
(within 4%) at two areas within the films depth. Plus, the depth profile of CuO, Cu2O, and
ZnO deposited on both SiO2 and Si was determined via MEIS. Here it was seen that from
fitting to the observed spectra, that the composition across the entire depth was constant,
up until the transition layer of the substrate.
The polycrystalline structure of ZnO was also determined via XRD. Here it was seen
that the (1 1 0) phase could be deposited on both SiO2 and Si; with this phase known to be
of high density and high surface energies, currently of interest in the semiconductor industry.
Also it was shown that PE-PLD was able to deposit amorphous Al2O3 on steel substrates,
relevant to hard protective coatings, and as a suitable and safe substitute to Be. Plus, with
knowledge taken from the pulse temperature measurements, it was shown that heat sensitive,
plastic substrates could be used within PE-PLD. Due to the non-epitaxial nature of PE-
PLD, ZnO and Cu2O films of the same compositions as with Si and SiO2 substrates could
be deposited, with such films on plastics having relevance in flexible electronics. Yet films
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deposited on plastic were amorphous, however the crystal structure is not of key importance
in many applications. With further testing on a case by case basis tailored to the films
application, PE-PLD could still be an attractive technique for creating such films, due to its
competitive deposition rate compared to existing techniques and lack of dangerous chemical
precursors.
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Appendix A
Expansion on POLLUX results
from further modelling
As stated in Section (4.3), data from POLLUX, obtained from simulations performed
by myself, was utilised as input with the model of Stapleton et al in order to eliminate many
assumptions of the starting conditions of the plasma plume, which were present within the
initial work where said model was presented [42] . This additional modelling was performed
by Dr E. Wagenaars, and benchmarked against experimental data taken by Dr H. Liu and
Prof. M. Ashfold of the university of Bristol, with this work recently accepted to the Journal
of Applied Physics [207]. Here the key results of this modelling is presented, which shows
how the existing model can not correctly predict the nature of both electron densities and
temperatures simultaneously, yet can via the use of different assumptions of isothermic or
isentropic behaviour.
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Figure A.1: Evolution of electron density over time, after laser ablation of a pure Si target
determined from the model of Stapleton and the adiabatic and isentropic assumptions of said
model, with inputs taken from POLLUX simulations. Left: 532 nm laser ablation. Right:
1064 nm. [207]
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Figure A.2: Evolution of electron temperature at time, after laser ablation of a pure Si target
determined from the model of Stapleton et al and the adiabatic and isentropic assumptions
of said model, with inputs taken from POLLUX simulations. Left: 532 nm laser ablation.
Right: 1064 nm. [207]
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Appendix B
List of publications and
communications
Prior to the publication of this thesis, work contained has been presented in the following:
Publications
• H. Liu, M. N. R. Ashfold, D. Meehan, E. Wagenaars. Wavelength-dependent variations
of the electron characteristics in laser-induced plasmas: a combined hydrodynamic and
adiabatic expansion modelling and time-gated, optical emission imaging study. Journal
of Applied Physics. In review. (2019)
• A. K. Rossall, J. A. van den Berg, D. Meehan, S. Rajendiran, E. Wagenaars. Analysis
of plasma enhanced pulsed laser deposition of transition metal oxide thin films using
medium energy ion scattering. Nuclear Inst. and Methods in Physics Research B, In
press, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nimb.2018.06.023. (2018)
Oral presentations
• E. Wagenaars, D. Meehan, S. Rajendiran, A. K. Rossall. Plasma-Enhanced Pulsed
Laser Deposition of metal-oxide thin films. 71st Gaseous Electronics Conference.(2018)
• D. Meehan, S. Rajendiran, J. Barnard. A. K. Rossall, S. Schrøter, A. R. Gibson,
E. Wagenaars. Plasma-Enhanced Pulsed Laser Deposition: Proof of concept & Gas
temperature measurements of low pressure O2 plasmas. International online plasma
seminar series(2018)
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• D. Meehan, S. Rajendiran, J. Barnard, A. K. Rossall, E. Wagenaars. Compar-
isons between laser ablation of metal and oxide targets, and applications towards
Plasma Enhanced-Pulsed Laser Deposition.20th Workshop on the Exploration of Low-
Temperature Plasma Physics. (2017)
• D. Meehan, S. Rajendiran, A. K. Rossall, E. Wagenaars. Comparisons between laser
ablation of metal and oxide targets, and applications towards Plasma Enhanced-Pulsed
Laser Deposition.15th Technological Plasma Workshop.. (2017)
• D. Meehan, S. Rajendiran, E. Wagenaars. Laser ablation of metal and oxide tar-
gets, and applications towards Plasma Enhanced-Pulsed Laser Deposition.IoP IPSI:
Plasmas, Surfaces and Thin Films: Early Careers Researchers’ Meeting. (2017)
Poster presentations
• D. Meehan, S. Schrøter, A. R. Gibson, K. Niemi, E. Wagenaars. Gas temperature
measurements in low pressure oxygen plasmas by the O2(b
1Σ+g , v = 0)→2 (X3Σ−g , v =
0) band, with the effect of pulsing. 24th Europhysics Conference on the Atomic and
Molecular Physics of Ionized Gases.(2018)
• D. Meehan, A. K. Rossall, J. A. van den Berg, S. Rajendiran, J. Barnard, L. Lari,
E. Wagenaars. Composition of metal oxide films as a function of depth deposited
by plasma enhanced pulsed laser deposition: comparison of MEIS and EDX. 24th
Europhysics Conference on the Atomic and Molecular Physics of Ionized Gases.(2018)
• S. Rajendiran, D. Meehan, E. Wagenaars. Plasma- Enhanced Pulsed Laser Deposi-
tion: Proof-of-concept for copper oxide thin films. 24th Europhysics Conference on the
Atomic and Molecular Physics of Ionized Gases.(2018)
• D. Meehan, S. Rajendiran, J. Barnard, L. Lari, A. K. Rossall, E. Wagenaars. Plasma
Enhanced-Pulsed Laser Deposition: Proof Of Concept. 45th IoP Plasma Physics Con-
ference(2018).
• D. Meehan, A. R. Gibson, K. Niemi, T. Gans, J. P. Booth, E. Wagenaars. Measuring
atomic oxygen densities in an inductively coupled plasma for thin film deposition. 69th
Gaseous Electronics Conference.(2016).
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• D. Meehan, E. Wagenaars. Zinc Ablation for Plasma-Enhanced Pulsed Laser De-
position. IoP IPSI: Plasmas, Surfaces and Thin Films: Early Careers Researchers’
Meeting (2016).
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